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All of these stories are true. My wife, from our
first year of marriage said to me, “you should write
these stories down.” After 36 years I decided to write
them for my grandchildren to enjoy after I am gone.
I have always looked for the humor in life along
with the roses. Perhaps it may inspire the grandkids
to look for humor, as sometimes we tend to dwell on
our troubles too much.
-Bill Ginn
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Dan Gaylor roped me into this one. He was selling fake phone numbers to young soldiers, while
we were selling papers at Fort Benning. Boy, those
soldiers were naive. Finally we got caught by four
or five of them. They were going to beat us up, if
we didn’t give their money back. I told them that
if they came to Boogerville, I would set them up
with a woman. Helen Bell had told me a few days
before she needed some money, they came to
Boogerville, six of them. Helen told me later she
charged them ten dollars apiece. She came back
late the next day with two hundred dollars and
two half gallons of whiskey. I always called Helen,
“Montana,” her and my uncle Robert stayed drunk
for two weeks!!
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We lived on 14 street in 1951, I refused to go to
kindergarten. I guess I thought if Darlene didn’t go
I wouldn’t either, even if I am a year older. I noticed
these two boys came by at the same time each
day. I gathered some rocks and when they walked
by I cut loose on them! They ran across the road
out of my range. The next day I started throwing
rocks again, this time they picked up MY ROCKS
and started hitting me all over my body and head!
I then realized they could throw rocks farther and
harder. So I decided to be friends. It was the start of
my lifelong friendship with Danny Adams and Gary
Burke. They were my first friends in Boogerville.
We really grew up in the golden age for children.
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I remember a fight between Tom Wright and I.
He made a remark about Aunt Marie’s boobs, it
made me mad. I popped him, the fight was on. I
was on top of him when he bit a chunk out of my
face. I went crazy and started really beating hell
out of him. Danny pulled me off of him. Tom said he
was going to get Rex Gann to get me. Tom never
picked a fight with me again. Rex never tried me either although he said he was, maybe fear stopped
him! Tom and I fought all the time, sometimes he
won, but as I got bigger he always lost.
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In 1956 Gary Burke and I picked up empty whiskey bottles around the neighborhood. We sold
them to my grandfather, Sam McPeters, for a nickel a piece. He filled them with moonshine to sell to
people that came to Jim Patrick’s poolroom. Sam
also sold cokes and snacks for the poker players
that played at the poolroom. He and Mr. Patrick
split the profits.
Gary’s grandpa, George Folds, gave us a nickel
apiece for robins we shot with our BB guns. One
day we went to Mr. Fold’s house on Proctors Alley.
As we passed Mr. Robinson’s house his big red
rooster attacked us again. We were both bleeding
when we got to Mr. Folds. He saw what happened,
he told us that he was tired of eating robin’s breast,
he would pay 50 cents for a big red rooster! We
went to Gary’s house and got his ball bat. I won the
coin toss. As we turned off Virginia Street onto the
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alley I was in front, one Mickey Mantle swing took
the rooster’s head clean off! I always thought that
was Mr. Fold’s way to get us out of the whiskey
business.
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My Uncle Pete said that one time in front of Dave
Mullis Store, Cleve Morris asked Sam if his chickens bothered him?
Sam replied, “no, why do you ask me that?”
Cleve said, “if they don’t bother you why don’t
you leave them alone.”
Cleve said, “Sam is such a good chicken thief he can
feel of a tree and tell you how many chickens are roosting in that tree!!”
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My sister Jeanette, had one sweet little girl and
three holy terrors, Johnny, Jay and Jimmy. John
the oldest could cuss with the best of them. My
dad and his two brothers along with Uncle Pete
taught him every cuss word in the book. We built a
new little league ball field in1963. They raffled off a
pony, Johnny had quite a number of tickets bought
by the family. The MC at the dedication was hall of
fame pitcher Dizzy Dean, it was a live radio broadcast. Ole Diz spotted Johnny on the front row. Jeanette had dressed him in his Easter outfit.
Dizzy saw those blue eyes, red cheeks and
blonde hair, cute little fellow, and said, “come on
up here son, I know you are going to win this pony
with all those tickets.”
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“What’s your name,” he asked, as he put the
mike in his face,
“Johnny,” was the response.
“Well Johnny, I saw your name on the winning
ticket, reach in here and pull it out,” said Dizzy.
Johnny pulls out a ticket but his name is not on
it! He stomps across the stage talking to himself.
Dizzy said, “wait a minute, what did you say?”
He sticks the mike to his face, and Johnny said,
“it’s just like my mama told me. You are a lying
drunken S.O.B.”
Jeanette jumped out her seat and took off for the
house.
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In 1962 Tom Wright, Paul Tyler and I witnessed
a fight between Bill Ferrell and Tom`s grandfather
John Wingo. It was not a bloody fight nor one with
a lot of action. Matter of fact it would have been
boring if not for the ages of the participants-both
were in their 70s. They were throwing punches in
slow-motion; both were drunk and feeble trying to
wrestle the other to the ground
As they fell to the ground together, I asked
Tom,”do you want to break it up?”
He replied, “no, Grandma is on the way around
the house to stop them.”
Mrs. Wingo told the two of them to get up and
act your age instead of rolling around like two kids.
Tom shouted,”Grandma let them fight, the winner gets to eat dinner with you.”
Mrs. Wingo, 75 at the time, smiled and said,
“they will have to take a bath first to get the dirt off
themselves.
Paul, Tom and I spent many hours laughing and
re-enacting that fight.
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Curt and Nelson Wright broke a window in
the back of Dock Lipsey’s store one night. They
couldn’t get in the window so they put their little
brother into the store. Someone noticed them and
called the police. When the cops got there they
found Lou Alton Wright in the yard with a loaf of
bread and two cans of viennas.
The cop asked, “what’s your name boy?”
He said my name is Lou Alton Wright, but my
friends call me Snookums, you can call me Snookums too if you want to.”
They sent poor Snookums off to jail, he spent
the next eight years in Alto boys prison for one loaf
of bread and two cans of viennas. Jay Anderson
can verify this story from 1957. Its one of Jay’s favorite stories.
Where is Snookums now? Snookums got out
of jail when he was 19 yrs old, he went to Detroit
and went to work. He took early disability but died
at age 45. The boy never really had a chance to
enjoy life. He will live on forever for the funny but
tragic story of Snookums.
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Eddie Graham and Ray Vilmer were wrestling
the German twins, Kurt and Karl von Brauner. It
was a big crowd, everyone was pulling for Eddie
and Ray.
Somehow we got into an argument with 6 soldiers. There were five of us, Danny Adams, Ronnie
Tisdale,Tommy Wright, Bobo Smith and me.
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Ronnie shouted, “Karl is a dirty punk.
A man down on the front hollered back, “no you
are a punk.”
We not only had trouble coming with the boxheads, as we called all soldiers, but this guy with
his wife and kids. As soon as we got to Broad
Street, me and Tommy had a fight with two of the
boxheads and we both won. Tommy picked another fight and lost, none of the boxheads would fight
Danny or Ronnie as they were too big for them.
At the age of 17 Danny and Ronnie were big
guys; not many wanted to tangle with them. Then
the man who called Ronnie a punk showed up. He
followed us down Broad 4 blocks and followed us
back up Broad Street to 13th Ave. We started up
13th going home, the man was taunting us, telling
us we were white trash and he was going to whip
all of us and teach us a lesson.
He said, “you Boggerville punks are going to get
your asses whipped tonight, meet me under the
viaduct if you ain’t too scared.
The whole time he was following us, his wife
was begging him to just go home. When we got to
5th Avenue we saw him parked beside the meat
company on 6th Avenue under the viaduct. Ronnie
had a knife, Tom and Bobo picked a whiskey bottle
each, I grabbed a brick, Danny pulled a 1 x 4 off a
picket fence from in front of a house being demolished. I have always thought the man knew who
I was, he had caught my uncle with his wife and
beat him up a few months before. As we got closer
to him we spread out, he was crouched beside the
building with a tire tool in his hand.
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As he stood up I saw it and said, “watch out he’s
got a tire tool.”
He feinted at me and started to hit Danny, but
Danny was faster and hit him with the edge of the
1x4 across the head. I mean Danny hit him with his
Mickey Mantle swing, it cracked like a 22 rifle ,his
feet went up and his head hit the pavement. By the
time he hit the ground Tom and I were going up
the stairs heading for the house. The man’s wife
screamed. Danny and Ronnie were a few minutes
behind us up the stairs, Bobo took off up 6th Ave.
toward his house. None of us knew Larry Williams
was in the back seat of a car with a prostitute.
When the law got there Larry told who we were.
The next morning we were at Linwood playground
playing scrub softball, Danny and I were in the outfield; we saw a detective talking to Ronnie on the
pitcher’s mound.
Danny said, “you ready to run,”
I said, “no.” Ronnie was pointing at us. We
walked in and gave up.
The cop asked, “where’s Tom?”
I said, “he’s a late sleeper we can go by his
house and get him.”
They let me and Tom go late that night, but kept
Danny and Ronnie and booked them for aggravated assault and attempted murder. I guess they
were charged because they were both 17 and bigger. The man had to get a metal plate put in his
head and stayed in the hospital for several weeks.
He learned a lesson, don’t mess with Boogerville.
Danny and Ronnie were glad he didn’t die but still
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worried about the upcoming trial. After hearing all
the testimony from all the witnesses, the judge
ruled self defense and threw the case out of court.
I have always said the asshole got what he was
looking for, TROUBLE, and he never messed with
Boogerville, ever again!!!!
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Ann Champion beat me up once in 1956, she
had me down when my cousin Melvin Caldwell
broke a milk bottle over her head to get her off me.
Before she could get up we took off for the house.
The next year Danny Coullete and Dennis Sanders got into a fight with her, she had both of them
on the ground beating on them. Dennis’s cousin,
Kenny Brown hit her in the head with a metal garbage can lid, I ran up and put the can over her
head and pulled it down to her ankles. Dennis and
Danny pushed her over, then rolled her down the
middle of 11th Ave. We all ran away before she
could get loose .Yes you read it right, it took four of
us to whip one girl, man, she was tough. Ann and
her cousin, Mary Ann Butts, swore they were going to get all of us for that little episode. We stayed
away from those two for a month, we gave them
plenty of time to get over it. We knew if we tangled
with those two we were going to have to get some
help.
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In the spring of 1956 we saw a boy scout troop
on a nature walk across from Linwood playground.
We decided we wanted to be in the boy scouts.
We went across 13th Ave. to the scoutmaster to
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join up. He was taking our names and addresses
down, when he realized we lived in Boogerville. He
told us, “get back across the street, we don’t want
you white trash around us much less in our troop!!”
That made us mad, we swore we would get even.
Later that summer someone said they are taking
archery practice on 13th St. We had been waiting for this moment. There were 8 or 9 of us, we
waded Weracoba Creek under the 13th Ave bridge
up to the scout house. We came over the creek
bank throwing rocks, bricks and bottles at them.
They threw down their bows and arrows, they ran
into the scout house, the scout master with them.
We picked up the bows and arrows and took turns
shooting.
We held them hostage for awhile, until someone
stopped on 13th Ave. and yelled, “we are calling
the police to you white trash.”
We went back down the creek and headed for
Boogerville.
Officer Dupriest came up to Cootsie’s store, he
told me and Ronald Tyler, “get in the car.”
We said, “Mr. Dupriest we didn’t do anything.
He said, “don’t lie, your pants are still wet.”
On the way to the scout house, I told him what
the scoutmaster had said to us earlier in the spring.
When we got to the scout house, Mr. Dupriest got
all over that guy. He said, “the boy scouts are supposed to help kids like this, not shun them.”
The scout master then offered to sign us up. We
refused his offer by saying, “we didn’t want to be
around a bunch of sissies like them.”
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Mr. Dupriest took us back to Boogerville and
said, “stay away from them.”
We got our revenge and never joined the scouts.
Later in life after Boogerville had the first reunion,
everyone had a reunion even Wynnton School. I
believe that U.S. Senator from TX. that came to
the Wynnton reunion was one of the boy scouts
we terrorized. I do know Mr. Dupriest’s son married
Martha Williams. Dan Gaylor can verify the attack
on the troop.
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In 1954 my two sisters, Inez and Jeanette had
to take me everywhere they went. Usually the
O’Hearn girls, Dot and Gail were with them. Miss
Tillis, the playground director, planned a dance for
the teenagers at Linwood Community Center on
15th St. right off 10th Ave. Everyone was invited
except Bobby Joe Lee, he had showed himself so
he was barred from the dance. All of the smaller
kids were banished to the swings and basketball
court outside. The music was blaring, they were
doing the jitter-bug on the dance floor when Bobby
Joe showed up.
He was a smooth dancer, all the girls liked to
dance with him but Miss Tillis said, “you can`t come
in.”
He left for a few minutes and then he asked me if
I wanted to make 50 cents. That was a lot of cokes
and candy back then,
I asked, how do I make the money?”
He said, “throw this sack into the fan on this side
of the dance floor.”
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I found out the meaning of the old saying, “where
were you when the shit hit the fan.” while Jeanette
was beating hell out of me.
Bobby Joe nearly wet his britches laughing as
everyone was trying to get dog poop off them.
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Ronnie George was driving a truck in 1975 but
he helped me hang sheetrock on weekends sometimes. I told him if he would work this Saturday, I
would buy him a big breakfast at Stanley`s cafe. I
knew that Ronnie had a weak stomach and played
a trick on him. I had a bottle of stinking perfume
called Apple Blossom, this stuff would stink a maggot off a gut-wagon. When Ronnie got in the car
after eatting his breakfast, I opened the perfume.
It didn’t take but a minute before he pulled the car
over gagging and puking.
As he got back in the car he said, “that`s a hell of
a way to treat a man, feed him and then make him
puke it up.”
He started down the road and I opened it again,
he slammed on brakes, got out and said, “what in
the hell is your wife feeding you DOG FOOD?”
I never did tell him what I had done to him.
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Big Daddy Grant, Monte Pess and I went to get
Fuzzy one morning to go bar-hopping. Fuzzy was
living in a pull trailer used mostly for camping, when
we beat on the door.
He asked, “who is it?”
I told Monte to say, “THATS MY WIFE IN THERE.”
When Fuzzy came to the door he had his shotgun. Monte and I were on the other side of the
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trailer, when he opened the door we pushed on the
trailer, almost turning it over.
Big Daddy said, “Fuzzy fell out the door naked
almost shooting him.”
Fuzzy said, “Nigger, one of these days I`m going
to kill you about these jokes.”
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Larry (Fuzzy) Jones was one of my friends back
in the 60s and early 70s. Fuzzy took over the bar
and gambling at the V.F.W. on Victory Drive in June
of 68. First thing he did was send Dickie Lee and
Charles Reardon to N.C. to get 2 slot-machines.
The slots wete old and needed work on them,
Dickie`s brother agreed to fix them for 2 weeks
of free beer. Buddy fixed the quarter machine but
rigged the nickel machine to pay off after awhile,
he told me when it was fixing to pay off. Fuzzy was
busy in the back with a poker game, so I took advantage of him. I was filling my pockets with nickels when he came to the bar for drinks. The damn
thing was dropping nickels faster than I could put
them in my pocket. Fuzzy heard them hitting the
bar and grabbed the slot and headed for the back.
Dickie and I followed him picking up nickels,
He was shouting, “you cheating S.O.B.`s ain`t
getting no more.”
He was so mad he refused to let us pay for our
beer with nickels, we had to use paper money.
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We were playing cards at the Green Valley Club
one day in 1968. Bud Gray, Monte Pess, James
(big daddy) Grant and me were talking about Big
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Daddy seemed to know someone everywhere he
went.
All of a sudden, Monte says, “I will take Big Daddy to a bar where he knows no one.”
Monte bets 100 bucks James won`t know a soul
in the bar. James takes the bet providing the bar is
within 50 miles of Columbus,
Bud said, “I got another 100 on James.”
Monte said, “Nig you can`t bet, you have to be
the judge as to who wins.”
Monte said, “James has 30 minutes to know
someone or he loses.”
I told Monte, “you have made a foolish bet, last
night I was with James at the Holiday Inn on Victory Drive, he knew so many salemen, we got drunk
without buying the first drink. Last week we were at
the Green Island Country Club and all the doctors,
lawyers and Judges were buying us drinks just so
Big Daddy would sit with them.”
Monte laughed and said,”just wait, I have thought
this over I know I`ve got a winner.”
We drove out on Buena Vista Rd. to the Black
V.F.W..
As we pulled up, Monte said, “you give up?”
James said, “if I don`t know at least 2 people I
will double your money.”
As we went in the door, James called the bartender by name and ordered a round of beer for
the house.
Jr. was sitting at the end of the bar and said, ”Mr.
James don`t tell your brother I was here.”
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James said, “don`t worry, Sam has already got
your cousin to cut his grass.”
Monte was amazed to find that James knew 9 of
the 12 people there.
I told Monte, “James used to be a plaster contractor, most of these guys have worked for him for
years.”
We stayed long enough to drink up 50 dollars
worth of Monte`s money.
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Rex Harrison, Harold Paige and I were drinking
at the Star Grille on lower Broad St. in `68 when
Earl Mathis walked in.
Earl sat down with us, ordered a beer and pulled
out a wad of 20`s saying, “ya`ll have a beer on me,
I`m going to the toilet.”
As he shut the door to the bathroom, Rex said,
“let`s lay a hat on him and get his money, we will
give it back.”
Laying a hat consisted of rigging the cards to
fleece the victim of his money by cheating. When
Earl returned, Harold went to the toilet to rig the
cards.
I told Earl what they were doing, he said, “let`s
turn it around on Harold.”
So when Harold dealt the cards out Earl acted
like he was falling for the scam. At the last minute
Earl cut the deck leaving himself a winning hand
and winning all of Harold`s money.
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Harold told Earl, “we were just playing a joke on
you, we were going to give your money back.”
Earl said, “I`m not joking or giving your money
back but here`s a dollar for beer.”
Harold was steaming, he went to the bar to get a
beer and change for the cigarette machine. As he
reached for the change he knocked his beer over
Spilling half of it. He put his money in the machine,
No cigarettes, No money came out. Just as Harold
kicked the machine in frustration, a cop walked in;
he arrested Harold for disorderly conduct and public drunk.
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I was minding my own business drinking a beer
when George Brown came up to me. His wife had
kept calling the bar asking him to come home,
he wanted to continue drinking with the boys. He
asked if he could ride with me up to the Green Valley Club to get away from his wife. We left his car
parked at the Brown Duck bar and got in my brother-in law`s truck. The passenger door on that 52
Ford truck was hard to shut, Brown slammed it 3
times before it shut. After several hours of drinking
at the G.V. club, here comes his wife in a taxi-cab,
she starts drinking with us. She is a good-looking
woman and guys were flirting with her, Brown got
mad and wanted me to take them to his car. I was
about drunk and didn`t notice that he didn`t shut
the door good. When I made a left turn off River Rd. onto Turner Ave. Brown`s door flew open
throwing him out of the truck.
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His wife shouted, “stop, he fell out of the truck,”
As I backed up to get him, he staggered into the
truck knocking himself down again. I finally got him
in the truck and shut the door tightly, driving these
2 fools to their car.
Upon arriving at his car Brown said, “you didn’t`t
have to try to kill me Nig just because you wanted
my wife. First you drive so fast you threw me out
of the truck, then you back over me trying to make
sure I`m dead.”
His wife tried to tell him that he fell into the truck
instead of me running over him, he then accused
her of plotting with me to kill him. The damn fool
never spoke to me again, he later filed for a divorce on grounds of mental cruelty.
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In 1965 Paul Tyler and I were working together at Swift Mill on 6th Ave. Ken McIntosh was our
boss, he had a hard time trying to keep us straight
for we were always playing jokes on people. We
worked 3rd shift but our pranks were not limited to
3rd shift. One of our favorite targets was Jack on
1st shift, ole Jack liked to flirt with the ladies on 1st
shift. He would stop on the way to work and get
10 dollars worth of change, that gave him an excuse to talk to all of the ladies young and old Jack
kept his work-pants hanging on a nail in the locker
room, first Paul and I hung his pants up 3‘ higher
so he couldn`t reach them without a chair. The next
morning we put a rubber spider in his right hand
pocket where he kept his change.
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As he got dressed and started out the door, I
asked for change for a dollar bill.
When Jack pulled out his change, he saw the
spider and threw money all over the locker-room.
Our next prank on Jack was planned for when
we worked over on the 1st shift with him. We glued
a small piece of white cloth on the seat of his
britches, he walked all over the mill looking like he
had ripped his pants. When he discovered what
we had done, he reported us to the 1st shift boss.
We got a good scolding for our pranks but it didn`t
stop us.
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Ken hired his son Wayne and another boy from
Boogerville to work that summer, Sonny Eiland.
Wayne was like a little brother to us but Sonny was
fair game,
Wayne came to me and said, “Bill, Sonny is
asleep in the filling chute.”
The filling chute was filled on the 2nd floor and
emptied on the 1st floor. I looked in and there he
was, 4’ down, sound asleep, I signaled Paul to
open the chute downstairs. He and Wayne filled 4
boxes before stopping the filling chute. By this time
Sonny is trapped between floors, with both doors
closed, no one can hear him shouting and he can`t
climb out of the stain-less steel chute. After 15 minutes go by we open the top of the chute to pour in
more filling.
“He is screaming, “I`m trapped down here.”
We start to pour the 2nd box on top of him when
Ken came up, Ken heard him screaming and told
me to stop.
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I acted like I couldn’t hear anyone shouting, but
Ken didn’t fall for it. He got all over the 3 of us for
doing Sonny that way, he said, “now Sonny`s got
to find a new place to sleep.”
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In 1972 Dickie Lee and I were drinking heavy
when we decided to go fishing at Lake Eufaula.
We went to my Uncle Dick`s house to get the boat,
while Dick and I got the poles ready Dickie pulled
down to the barn to get the boat. We heard him
blowing the horn, we went to see what the problem
was.
He said, “Babe won`t let me get by.”
I had bought a Charlais bull from Bill Hubbard.
I hand-fed him so he was like a pet, even though
he was huge. Everyone was scared of him, except
Dick and I, so while I fed him Dick hooked the boat
up. We met up in Eufaula with two other boats, we
all anchored in front of a sawdust pile making a U
around a fallen tree. Everyone pointed their lights
toward the tree so we had plenty of light to fish. We
were catching crappie in all boats, Dickie was at
the front of the boat, Dick was in the middle, I was
in the rear of the boat. We had a fish-basket tied
to the boat between Dickie and Dick. I was putting
my fish in a bucket.
Danny Adams said, “Dickie there`s a snake trying to eat your fish in the basket.”
By this time Dickie and I were drunk. Uncle Dick
didn`t drink and when he pulled the basket up the
snake`s tail popped Dickie in the eye. Thinking he
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was snake-bit, Dickie fell backwards, landing upside down with his head in a minnow bucket.
I shouted, “help him Dick, he`s drowning in the
bucket.”
Dick said, “you help him, I`m picking up the minnows I don`t give a damn if both you drunks drown.”
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Whistle and I left the crap-game early one night
to go over to the Hillbilly Club in Phenix City. On
the way we stopped at the Brown Duck bar to get a
couple of beers to ride on. As we got in the bar we
noticed Frank Hamrich, aka Hamburger, passed
out at one of the tables.
Laura the owner of the bar was drunk and doing
her Go-Go dance by herself. She wanted Whistle
and I to dance with her, we said, “get Hamburger
up he`ll dance with you.
I shook Hamburger and said, “Frank, dance with
Laura and we`ll buy you a beer.
Whistle and I both knew that all Frank could do
was stand there hunching back and forth. Laura
was so drunk she didn`t notice Hamburger pumping back and forth until Whistle pulled Frank`s pants
down. When Laura looked down, Hamburger`s tallywhacker was flopping in the breeze, she jumped
back away from him almost knocking the jukebox
over. Needless to say we were asked to leave over
that little bit of fun.
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In 1965 I bought a Chevy 2 with a 6-cylinder motor in it. Paul Tyler loved to drive that car, we outran
everything he could race against. When I started
hanging around the Green Vally Club I found out
why that 62 Chevy 2 was so fast. Charles Reardon
had paid Whistle to soup it up to run faster, it was a
3-speed on the column. Paul could peel rubber in
1st and 2nd, the damn thing was like a race-car. In
1968 I sold the car to Whistle for 100 bucks, I had
nearly tore it up by then. Whistle and 3 other guys
drove that Chevy 2 all the way to California to the
races, using two cases of oil going out there.
On the way back they drove ole smoky into Las
Vegas, a Nevada State trooper pulled Whistle over
because the car was smoking so badly. Whistle
didn`t have any paperwork to show he bought the
car from me, the trooper took them downtown.
Whistle told the cop he couldn`t remember my last
name as everyone called me Nigger. He gave him
my phone number and said, “just ask for Billy, aka,
the Nigger.”
Luckily for Whistle I had just walked into the
house when my mom said, “son there`s a Nev.
state trooper asking for you.”
I answered the phone, the cop asked, “what is
your name?”
I said, “Billy Ginn, but everyone calls me Nigger.”
He asked, “who did you sell a car to lately?”
I said, “I sold a car to James Blaxston, aka as
Whistle.”
He let them go and told them to get out of Ne24

vada, Las Vegas didn`t need their smoky business.
In 2006 after losing touch with Whistle for 20
years he called me out of the blue,
He said, “Nig remember that Chevy 2?”
I said, “hell yeah.”
He then proceeded to tell me he still owned it
and had restored it into a classic, showing it and
winning prizes for it. That Whistle could not only
drive the cars, he could build them also.
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We started to Panama City, Fla. one day back in
the 60s. Whistle wanted to stop and get a new pair
of shoes, he wanted me to pick them out for him.
Big Daddy Grant wanted to shop on Broad St. in
Columbus as he and Billy Jo Lindsay needed new
pants.
I was looking at shirts when I heard Whistle say,
“how do you like these shoes on me, Nigger?
Whistle kept saying, “how do you like these
shoes Nigger?,” before I could get across the store
to tell him I liked them.
This old black man shopping thought Whistle
was talking to him and said,”I likes them boss man.”
Whistle said, “hell fellow, I wasn`t talking to you,
I was asking that Nigger right there.”
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Whistle was driving his souped up GTX around
the 285 bypass in Atlanta one night running about
110 miles an hour. Zary Collins, Dickie Lee and I
were riding with him when this kid came alongside
of us in his new 69 V-8 Chevy Supersport, wanting
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to race.
They dropped down to 70 in 2nd gear and took
off, I was sitting behind Whistle looking at the
speedometer. That GTX registered 140, when
Whistle stomped on it in 4th gear the car jumped
up, the needle passed140 and started bouncing
around, I dove in the back floorboard screaming,
“slow down you damn fool before I cut your throat.”
When we got the bar, I asked Whistle, “how fast
do you think you got?” Whistle worked on the NASCAR circuit and sometimes drove the race-cars,
He said, “Nig, I was probably going 160 or 165
when I let off of it.”
I said, “you damn fool, at that speed if you hit a
lug-nut in the road we all are dead.”
He replied, “but nigger, you know I`m a good
driver, I wouldn`t let nothing happen to you.
I never wore those drawers again, they were too
badly stained.

26
Back in the 60s and 70s my favorite watering
hole was the Green Valley Club. Whistle Blaxton
was usually with me, getting into trouble with wild
women. Sometimes the wild bunch would gather
at the Club at 9 a.m. to gamble and get an early
start on the hunt for wild women. Whistle and I
were supposed to meet 2 married women at the
club this particular morning. We had been up all
night drinking before we went to the club. Q.P.
Heard, the bar-owner, was in no mood for our shenanigans and told us to leave. He refused to sell
us a beer to go and told us we were barred from
the club.
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As we started to leave Whistle noticed Q.P. get
a roll of tissue.
He said, “Nig, Q.P. is going to the toilet. When
we get outside jam both doors open, and get in the
car.”
That damn fool drove his V.W. bug into the bar,
turned the corner of the bar and drove to the bathroom door.
Whistle stopped the car 12” from the door,
honked the horn and said, “bartender we`ll have 1
Bud for the stud and 1 Blue for the jew.”
Q.P. stuck his head out the door hollering, “NIG
get ya`ll a 6 pack and don`t come back.
We were barred for 2 days until our buddies boycotted the club and he relented.
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We were playing poker at Monte`s trailer one
night when his ex came up. Big Daddy Grant, Buddy Gray, Sexy Rexy, Monte and I. Lightning was
in charge of beer and music. He didn`t play poker.
Sue came up raising hell with Monte wanting her
stereo.Hhe said, “get it and get the hell gone.”
It was raining, as Sue stepped down and turned
around she dropped the stereo, it rolled down the
hill toward River Rd., she left it.
Lightning saw her leave and decided to go down
the hill to retreive the stereo. As he started down
the hill, he lost his balance and slid 40’ down, almost into the road. He found the stereo, walked
to the driveway and came back up to the trailer. It
took him 45 minutes going and coming maybe 100
yards, he was drunk, the stereo was heavy.
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Lightning called out, “someone open the door.”
Monte opened the door to see Lightning standing there with his glasses hanging off saying, “we
are back in the music business boys.”
Monte grabbed a chop-axe and went to work on
it saying, “the only music I want to hear is some of
my money coming back you damn fool.”
For at least a month afterwards you could see
Lightning`s ass-prints all the way down that clay
hill.

28
Aubrey was one of the memorable characters I
met going through life. He was short and heavy,
wore coke-bottle glasses and moved so slow everyone called him Lightning. When he was drunk
Lightning couldn`t see very well, once he put diesel fuel in his sister`s gas powered car. His buddies
saw what he did, took the keys away and pushed
the car to the side to return the next day to drain
the gas tank.
While in Daytona Beach the boys ran out of food,
they spent their money on booze not food. Dickie,
Whistle, Charles, Lightning and their new friend
Gavin (Monte) Pess decided to raid a beach party.
Everyone hit the buffet, Dickie got ham, Monte got
chicken, Charles grabbed rolls and wine, Whistle
got a case of beer, Lightning snatched up a big
bowl of potato salad. They set up their picnic 1/2
mile down the beach, after 30 minutes here comes
Lightning.
Monte asked, “what did you get Lightning?”
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He replied, “potato salad, the bowl got heavy so
I put it in my pockets.”
He then started pulling out potato salad, car
keys, change and lint mixed together.
They said, “you can eat the salad by yourself
and that`s all you are getting.”
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We did several jobs for Daniel Ladner who usually had his son Al and son-in-law John, with him.
Gary and I were friends with the 2 of them, one day
I met Daniel to give a bid on a job. Gary was not
with me.
Al and John asked where he was and I said, “he
don`t work for me anymore. Daniel had walked off
so, with my best stern look I said, “Gary is gay I
don`t know if he will be back.”
The next day Gary and I started the job, Al and
John wouldn`t have anything to do with him.
Dinner time, Gary said, “what`s wrong with those
guys, they seem to be avoiding me?”
Then it hit me what I had told them the day before, I went over to Al and John to tell them he
wasn`t gay.
Gary found out about it and really wanted to fight
that day. The next day he and I stopped at a Waffle
House to eat on the way to work. As I sit down out
comes a really stinking beer fart, Gary slid into the
booth before smelling it. The waitress came to take
our order but turned away from the table.
I stood up and said, “Gary I`m going to leave
so everyone will think it was me who stunk up the
joint.”
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He came outside where I was, saying, “Ginn, I`m
not going back in there where everyone is pointing
at me and laughing, you dirty dog.”

30
Gary was dirving his car to work one day, we had
gotten 2 large coffees and 2 newspapers. Gary`s
wife bleached his tee-shirts to make sure he was
neat looking with no stains on his white tees. Gary
was short and muscular, he was proud of the way
he looked in a plain white t-shirt. While he drove
I would read articles out of the paper to him. One
day I got excited about something I read , threw up
my hands spilling his coffee on him.
I said, “damn Gary, I`m sorry about that.”
He replied it`s alright Ginn accidents happen.
When we got to the job, the boss and his son came
up to us. As they walked up I said Gary don`t your
wife know how to use bleach, look at your nasty
self. They started laughing at him, he got mad and
wanted to fight before I could tell them it was my
fault.

31
Ronnie Langston and Gary Oaks worked with me
in 89 and 90 when I lived in Rome, Ga. I didn`t drink
and drive but usually had 3 or 4 drinkers riding with
me. Ronnie was the last to go home so I asked him
to gather the beer cans to put in the trash. Ronnie
said he was saving the cans to give to homeless
people picking them up on the roadside I told Gary
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what Ronnie had said the next day, so when we
started home that Friday Gary was ready. Joey
and Ronnie were drunk in the back seat,Gary said
pass me those empty beer cans. As they handed
him the cans we were close to Ronnie`s mom`s
house, Gary started throwing the cans out the window. Ronnie asked what in the hell are you doing
littering my mom`s driveway. Gary replied, I`m not
littering I`m feeding the homeless
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Gary never dozed off to sleep in the car like the
others riding with me to Atlanta and back, he said
he stayed awake to keep me company. Most of the
time the two in the backseat would go to sleep on
the way to work and back home. On the way home
one day I noticed that Gary had dozed off, as I
eased off on my exit I let off the gas,swerved onto
the roadside gravel - hit the brakes and screamed
look out. All three of them nearly jumped out of
the car, Gary said Ginn that`s why I never go to
sleep,you S.O.B., I knew you were going to do
something like that. Man I was having a good
dream too, I said it must have been a nightmare
the way you were whimpering and crying. But then
my hearing is bad I really don`t know which one of
you was crying.

33
Gary started out of Rome one day in 1989, he
was listening to the radio and I was reading a
newspaper. A question came on about baseball,
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the prize was 2 tickets to a concert.
Gary. knowing I was a baseball nut, asked, “did
I know who struck out the most times in an All Star
Game?”
I said, “Mickey Mantle did, four times in one
game.”
Gary started looking for a telephone booth. We
got to the job 90 minutes later, as we pulled into
the parking lot someone called into the radio station with my answer to win.
Gary was mad as hell, he said I should have
turned around, went home, used my own damn
phone.

34
Leon Ogle, another Boogerville boy, got into pro
wrestling when he married Fred Ward`s daughter. Fred was the promoter for wreslling matches
throughout the south. Leon referred for a while
until he learned some of the moves and tricks of
the trade. Leon was featured on undercards of big
matches and made himself a lot of money off that
racket. Leon and his wife came home one day and
surprised two guys breaking into their home. The
two crooks, seeing he was by himself decided to
jump him instead of running. He put both of them in
the hospital for awhile, they learned the hard way,
don`t mess with Boogerville.
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Bullet brought Larry Brown and Johnny Roberts
out to my house in Alvin just outside Houston,Tx.
in 1983 to play dominoes. He had told them I was
crazy and a sore loser.
Johnny and Bullet beat Larry and I in the first
game, I started cussing Bullet for cheating and
turned the table half-way over. Johnny and Larry
grabbed their drinks and headed for the door, Bullet and I started laughing, then they realized we
had pulled a joke.
Johnny said, “Bill you can get a crazy look in
your eyes sometimes.
” Larry said, “I had heard that you were nuts.
I said, “ya`ll don`t play good enough to beat me
regularly, your uncle Sammy can tell you that. One
time Bullet and I played Sammy and Ken in a 250
game, the score was 245 each. It was Sammy`s
turn to come down, he had no score-bone so he
said 20 dollars says you can`t score. I knew he
would play the 3-1 when he said that I knew he had
the1-2 and the 1-1. As soon as he played the 3-1, I
hit the board with the 4-3 saying game over.
His face fell as he said, “damn it Nig, you knew
what I had in my hand.”

36
In 1989 I was helping Richard Dotson on a job
in Kennesaw, Ga. The Ga. lottery had gotten up to
140 million dollars.
I was working when Richard came in at 7:45, he
said, “I see you didn`t win the lottery, if you had you
wouldn`t be here.
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I said, “I started to get a ticket with the winning
numbers from yesterday, so you would think I had
won.”
He thought about that for a minute, and said,
“my brother Jackie and my nephew David are on
the way to help us. Bill, I`m going to go get that
ticket, you figure out the best way to pull the joke
on them.”
When he got back with the “winning” ticket, I put
it under my 5 losing tickets. He called Jackie to tell
him to stop and get us a bisquit, and pick up the
winning numbers, someone in Marietta won the
lottery.
They came up about 45 minutes later, gave us a
bisquit and said, “where are your numbers Ricky?”
I said, “he put it over there with my 5 tickets.”
Richard was putting floor tile down, I was cutting
trim.
We heard Jackie matching the numbers, David
looking over his shoulder, all of a sudden Jackie
shouted, “HOLY SHIT RICKY YOU WON.”
I said, “that might be my ticket.”
David said, “Bill you had 5 numbers, Ricky only
had one.”
Jackie said, “BY GOD, this is Ricky`s ticket.” He
was ready to fight.
David was dancing and saying, “Ricky won,
Ricky won,” over and over.
Richard was on his knees crying and laughing,
Jackie thought he was overcome with happiness.
He said, “get up Ricky, I`ll drive you to the lottery
headquarters if you don`t feel like driving.”
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Richard finally got up and said, “Jackie the ticket
is a fake; look at the date on it.”
Jackie saw the date and his face fell.
David said, “that damn Bill did this,” and didn`t
speak to me for a week.
Jackie got over it when I suggested he pull it on
his wife He did and she asked for a divorce.
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While working in Phoenix, Arizona, Sammy,
Steve, Bullet and I decided to take off Sunday to
B.B.Q. Sammy and his wife Wanda took Juanita
and the kids with them shopping. In 1979 our favorite fighter was Marvin Hagler.
Bullet and I were drinking Crown Royal mixed with
Royal Crown, we called it being double crowned.
Steve was laying in the floor in his and Bullet`s
room with a bad back. Bullet got some ladyfinger
firecrackers and was lighting them and tossing
them on the floor around Steve, blowing holes in
the carpet. We were staying on the ground floor at
the Royal Mesa Inn, a nice hotel with an Olympic
sized pool and room service.
Sammy got back, while he and I prepared the
meat and cleaned the grill off, Bullet put the charcoal in the trash can to soak for 10 minutes in lighter fluid. After he put the charcoal in the grill, Bullet
then splashed more lighter fluid on it, he was going
to show us how to make a fire. I realized Sammy`s
motorcycle with a leaking gas tank was too close
to the grill, as I moved it 10’ away Bullet tossed a
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match onto the grill. Whoosh, flames shot outward
8’ and 8’ up, burning the bottom of the patio above
us and burning the evergreen bushes on each side
of the patio. The motel manager discovered the
bushes the next day and kicked the 3 of them out,
I told him that I had nothing to do with those idiots
after work. I got to stay while they moved to the
cockroach inn down the street. They got a room
with a sofa and 2 beds for the 3 of them. The foreman on the job was staying across the courtyard
from them with his crew. We were having trouble
getiing our checks on Friday like everyone else, so
we decided to get drunk and take the weekend off.
After 2 weeks of this, the foreman Chuck thought
we were mad at him. Sammy, Bullet, and Steve
got rip-roaring drunk that Friday night, around 2
a.m. Bullet woke to a cricket crawling on his chest.
After waiting for a few minutes for it to crawl off,
he screamed, “SCORPION”, waking Steve, who
fell off the sofa knocking the door open. When the
door flew open, Sammy, thinking someone was
breaking in, came up with his 345 magnum, firing
through the open doorway. The bullet went across
the courtyard lodging in Chuck`s door, he thought
Sammy was trying to kill him. Chuck packed his
bags and went to Arkansas, he never returned to
the job, leaving us to finish by ourselves.
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Back in the late 20s, Ada Williams would take
her 3 brothers Dude, Jiggs and Robert to the store
with her. She would be getting something to cook
for the 4 of them as Granny was working. Every
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time she asked if they wanted candy, Robert would
say he wanted boy candy. They sold little wax figurines filled with candy, Robert always asked for boy
candy. Mrs. Lipsey, who ran the store on Virginia
St. and 10th Ave. for her husband, Doc Lipsey,
asked Robert why he only wanted boy candy, he
said, “because there is more candy in the boys.
“The candy salesman heard this statement, he and
Mrs. Lipsey thought it was so cute they gave Robert a whole pack of candy for himself. When he got
home with the candy, he decided to share with his
brothers before they could beat him up.
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Back in the 50s every playground had their own
Indian tribe that they tried to emulate. Once a year
we put on dancing shows and arts and crafts made
Indian style by the little Indians city-wide. Gary
Burke was chief of the Navahoes, Darlene Williams
was his squaw and Dan Gaylor was the drummer.
Ronald, Donald and Paul Tyler, Dennis Sanders,
Jerry and Kenny Brown and I were the warriors
of the tribe. Linda Sanders, Jean Williams, Linda
Brown, Sherry Tyler, Carol, Faye and Gaye Cain
were the squaws that made up the rest of the tribe.
The year Linwood playground hosted the event,
Bug Hodges asked Miss Tillis, the playground director, if she wanted him to play the drums. Bug
played in bands all over Columbus Ga. and Phenix
City, Alabama, he also played piano at every funeral wake in Boogerville. Miss Tillis jumped at the
chance to have an elder statesman as she called
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him to play the drums. Dan was highly disappoiinted at losing his drum to a grown man, he refused
to be in the event until Miss Tillis said he could
have both a knife and tomahawk. He agreed only
after she allowed him 3 feathers in his headband,
anything less would make him look like just any old
Indian. The next year Dan got his drum back, he
said he didn`t like having to do that heel-toe Indian
dance. LONG LIVE THE NAVAHOES.
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My dad, his brother Robert, Danny Adams and I
went crappie fishing at Lake Eufaula in 1968. Danny and I were drinking moderately because Pop
didn`t like for you to get drunk and spoil his fishing trip. Robert finished off his 6-pack and started
drinking our beer, Danny and I had a cooler apiece
full of beer. Robert caught maybe 20 before he laid
his 2 poles down, Danny got one and I got the other. We were catching fish sometimes on all 3 poles
we were using at the same time. Danny hung into
3 big ones at the same time, he asked Robert to
take one off for him. Robert said that`s a nice 2
lb’er there and slapped the fish off the hook and
back in the water. Danny got mad but didn`t say
anything, I told Pop what Robert had done, Pop
got so mad he was going to throw Robert out of the
boat until we talked him out of it. We went home
with 345 crappie that day, way over the limit of 40
each. Forty three years later Danny and I still say
that was the best fishing day of our life.
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Uncle Jiggs was famous in the family for his
brunswick stew. He started cooking early one Sat.
morning. Uncle Pete and Steve walked four houses down to Jiggs`s house so Steve could play with
Nathan, Uncle Jigg’s stepson. Pete fixed himself
a small drink out of the bottle Jiggs was drinking
heavily out of. My dad wouldn`t let Uncle Pete stay
with him if he got drunk, so Pete was trying to get
Uncle Jiggs to let him have a bowl of stew.
Uncle Jiggs said “hell no, we will eat when my
wife gets home.”
Aunt Georgia Mae came in at 3:20, took one look
at Jiggs and said, “you have been drinking all day.”
Uncle Jiggs said, “look honey I made you brunswick stew.”
Aunt Georgia Mae said, “I don`t want any of your
damn stew you damn drunken fool.”
Uncle Jiggs snatched up the pot of stew and
started to the toilet with it. Uncle Pete was right
behind him with his bowl begging for some of it.
Uncle Jiggs came out of the toilet with an empty
pot, he said, “Pete you can dip up a bowl down at
the number 2 candy hole.” That`s what we called
the sewer line that dumped into the river at the
time.

42
When I was a kid growing up in Boogerville,
somehow I acquired the nickname, nigger. I was
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at Johnson playground when the lady in charge
ran me off saying we don`t allow blacks here. Every summer I managed to tan darker than others,
couple that with my curly hair, no wonder people
mistook me for something else.
In 1974 I was working in Myrtle Beach, S.C.,
the Lumbee Indians were on one floor, the whites
on another floor working. I had an Indian partner
named Bucky Waddell, he and I got on the elevator
with 20 Lumbees. They started talking about how
they hated whites.
Bucky was laughing when we got off the elevator
and said, “Bill, they thought you were one of us.
I said, “HELL BUCKY I WAS, as long as I was
on that elevator with all those wild Indians.”
Later I was in Lafayette, Louisana working in
1979, with two Cajun partners. My speech problem
caused some to think I was Cajun as I spoke some
words that sounded like them. We were eating on
the job one day with 5 or 6 other Cajuns when they
started saying how much they hated outsiders taking their jobs.
Ado said, “hell Bill`s an outsider.” They all agreed
that I could stay, I looked like and sounded like
them.
While working on the border in McAllen,TX. in
1984 I got mad as hell in a Fiesta supermarket. I
got off work late that night, stopped at the store to
pick up a few things. I noticed the cashier looking
at me fearfully, when I put my goods on the counter
she left. She went to get the manager to check me
out, he greeted me with Buenos Dios, Senor. I was
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in no mood for any bullshit and said, “what in the
hell is her problem?”
He burst out laughing and said “this Tex Mex
don`t speak Spanish, she thought that you were
a wet-back and came for me to take your money.“
Just goes to show, you can`t judge a book by it`s
cover
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Been thinking about writing this story for a week,
today is Easter Sunday 2011. It has been 37 years
since I made Aunt Marie mad about picking on her
kids. I really wasn`t to blame for this but being
27 years old at the time, I guess it was my fault. I
still say Donnie Watson ought to take some of the
blame, I didn`t twist his arm to get him to do it.
Back then I would color one egg purple, give 2
bucks to the one that found it and then offer 2 bucks
if they broke it over their head. Donnie came up
with the egg, but I believe that Will Thornton found
the egg. He and Donnie were thick as thieves back
then, they decided to split the money so Donnie
broke the raw egg over his head.
Aunt Marie got mad at me saying, “I`m damn
tired of you talking Donnie into doing something
stupid everytime we have a family gathering.
I tried to tell her I thought Donnie set me up, he
didn`t find the egg. Luckily, Donnie didn`t have his
good clothes on, she got over being mad when
Don told her that Will and Donnie got 2 bucks out
of it.
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We were living next to Motos and Jenkins
plumbing shop on Virginia St. in 61. Uncle Jiggs
brought his 13 year old stepson to Granny`s house
at Christmas, we were playing knock-rummy in the
front room. Mama had taped a giant candy cane
to the window in the door, Nathan saw it and said
that`s a big candy cane and licked it from bottom
to top.
He then ran through the house, came back in
the front door saying, “OH LOOK IT`S A CANDY
CANE,” licking it from bottom to top.
After 4 or 5 times Larry said, “I`m going to break
him from sucking eggs.”
Larry went and got a bottle of vineger and poured
it over the cane before Nathan came back around
the house.
When Nathan licked it this time, he cried, “it
tastes terrible now.
Uncle Jiggs said, “I only wiped it on my butt once,
I didn`t think you would notice.”

45
Curtis Frith lived in Boogerville, he became famous in military newsletters in the early 60s. Curtis
was drafted into the army in 1961, he was a great
softball player that always played on the all-base
team wherever he was stationed. Curtis was a pool
hustler and card shark, he won a lot of money and
loaned it out for interest. He never needed money
while he was in the army. One day he didn`t go to
the paymaster to get his pay, they sent someone to
tell him to come get his pay, Curtis said tell him to
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mail it to me. Bob Wagganer, home on leave from
the Navy showed the newsletter proclaiming Curtis
to be the laziest man in the military. Everyone in
Boogerville already knew that Curtis would take a
cab rather than walk 4 blocks anywhere.

46
Those old shotgun houses we lived in back in
the 50s in Boogerville only had one electrical outlet per room. I was watching T.V. with my 2 cousins, Darlene and Robbie. Aunt Marie was ironing
clothes in the front room, and was using a 3 outlet
cord plugged in the room we were in.
The cord was laying on the floor beside us, Darlene nudged me and said, “Robbie, I dare you to
bite that cord.”
Granny Bessie had spanked Robbie earlier for
touching one of the cords, so she refused to bite it.
We were having some really bad weather, thunder
and lighting outside.
I nudged Darlene and said, “show her how to
do it cuz.”Darlene put the cord into her mouth to
pretend to bite it, the cord had a bad spot in it.
Darlene`s tongue touched the frayed cord, and her
mouth clamped down on it. Her hair stood straight
out as she electrocuted herself, it was so funny
looking that Robbie and I both busted out laughing.
Aunt Marie saw what was happening and snatched
the plug out, she thought I had done that to Darlene, so she gave me a spanking. I was always
aggravating the younger ones, but that was one of
the few whippings I got when I was not guilty.
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This happened in Houston,Texas,1983. We went
to a cafe close to the job downtown, it was drizzling
rain people without umbrellas walked close to the
buildings trying to keep dry.
While talking during dinner, I told Bill Lindsay,
Larry Brown, Ricky Duke that I had set the unofficial state record 440 yard dash in high school.
Bill laughed and said, “I can outrun you even
though I outweigh you 60 lbs., you old cripple.”
I was 12 years older and had bad knees even
then. I said, “if you let me pick the distance, we will
bet 20 bucks.”
We got outside, shook hands on the bet and I
said, “run 5 blocks back to the job.”
Larry counted, “1, 2, go.”
Bill shot across the street running, I shouted,
“STOP THAT MAN HE GRABBED MY BILLFOLD.””
About that time a cop turned the corner, heard
me and ran after Bill. He gave chase but Bill had
too big a lead, Bill didn`t have enough sense to
stop and explain it was a joke, he kept running to
the job.
When we got to the job I handed Bill a 20 dollar
bill and said, “it was worth it to see your fat ass
run.”
Bill said, “I don`t want your money you S.O.B.,
that cop scared me so bad I couldn`t stop running.” He came in the lobby as the elevator door
closed, “you dirty bastard, when did you think of
that prank?”
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I said, “the moment you popped off I knew that I
had your fat ass, I was planning on running by you
while someone held you to look for my billfold but
hell I couldn`t catch up.”

48
We went fishing behind the old Biff-Burger in
Phenix City, Alabama. one morning. Dickie, Robert, Rudon Halstead and me, as we started down
the trail below the Eagle-Phenix Dam we met 2
guys coming up the trail loaded with catfish.
I said, “looks like y’all had a good night of fishing,.”
One guy said, “we picked these fish up in about
an hour, the water is out.
We knew what they meant, we ran down to the
dam and started picking up catfish in all the little
pot-holes of water.
After we strung up three, 8 ft. stringers of catfish, bass and bream, Dickie said, “let`s go by the
newspaper office and get our picture taken with all
these fish.”
The photographer was not there, but a reporter
wanted to talk to us about writing an article on our
fishing trip. Robert told the reporter we were using a red-headed white-bellied spring lizard lure to
catch all of the fish. Robert said the man wrote a
nice story about us, must have been believeable,
because for several months afterward people were
calling and wanting to know where to buy that lure!!
Boy, Uncle Robert could sure spin a good tale.
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It was in the summer of 1963, we were going to
the rock quarry on Fortson Rd. Gary B.was driving
his 57(batmobile) plymouth, the car looked like a
wreck but ran like a race car. I was in the front with
Gary; dirty Tom and Danny H. were in the back
seat. As we approached the junction of Hamilton
Rd. and Fortson Rd. we were parallel with the train.
The train was going almost as fast as we were.
Danny shouted, “hurry and get across the tracks,
we don`t want to wait on this long train.”
Gary stomped on the gas, we were overtaking
the train when Tom screamed, “you can`t make it,
you can`t make it you fool.”
He didn`t know that Hamilton Rd. curved to the
right at the junction, Gary had no intentions on trying to outrun the train. That was one of the few
times I saw dirty Tom scared, but let me tell you,
we got him good on that one.
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We moved out on Goat Rock Rd. in the summer
of 1957. My family were what I called fair weather
farmers. They rented a place in the country in the
springtime, bought 200 chickens, 7 or 8 pigs, and
2 or 3 calves. They would plow and plant 5 or 6
acres, come fall they would harvest the crops, kill
off the livestock and move back to town. This style
of living was great for us kids, granddaddy Sam
would take all of us berry picking and swimming.
Usually they found a place with a shack close by,
that`s where granddaddy and Uncle Pete slept.
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This time I slept out back with them and played
cards with uncle Pete and Granddaddy. I have always loved to read so it was a good place for me to
get away from the other kids. Steve, Robbie, Buddy, Darlene, Chris and Tommy and Carolyn, our
cousins were playing cowboys and Indians.
Bud came to the door begging me to come play,
I said, “no, Ace, I am reading, go play.
He kept begging, “come on Bill, it`s no fun without you.”
I said, “o.k. you want to play? Come in and I will
tie you up under the bed. I tied him spread eagle
to the 4 bed posts and gagged him. I then went
back to reading, the other kids knew better than to
bother me while I was reading.
After awhile Aunt Marie came to the door looking
for Bud, she said, “Bill come eat.
I started in the big house to eat when I realized
that I had tied Bud under the bed 2 hours before. I
had gotten so involved with my book, that I forgot
to untie him.
I ran back to the bed and said, “Ace, don`t tell on
me, they will whip my butt good, if you won`t tell I
will play with you all day o.k?”
He nodded, “yes.”
When he got out of the shack he screamed,
“BILLY TIED ME UP.” I got a whipping from Aunt
Marie, Granny and Mama for that stunt.
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Louis Bell got into a fight with my uncle Robert
back in the early 50s. The fight was over Louis getting money from the IRS. The fight split two families, Helen and Orbie Bell took Robert`s part in the
dispute. Uncle Jiggs, who was best friends with
Louis took his side about the tax refund.
Jiggs said, “by God, Louis is claiming Buzzy as a
dependent, the money belongs to Louis.
Robert said, “up yours, you SOB, Buzzy is my
damn dog. Louis owes me half the damn money.”
Granny had to step in to settle it without more
blood shed.
She said, “Louis is taking the risk of claiming the
dog, so he deserves the money, maybe he can
give Robert some (dog food money) and everyone
can be happy.”
Louis gave Robert 50 bucks for (dog food) his
claim. Robert, Helen, and Orbie drank that up
quickly and wanted more money.
They said, “Buzzy was a growing dog, he needed to be fed well.”
Louis and Jiggs refused to give any more money,
this led to another fight involving all five. This continued for several years until Buzzy died of old age.
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One time back in the mid-50s,Orbie Bell decided
he wanted to join the Holiness Church on the corner of 14th st. and Cherry Ave. Only problem was,
Orbie was drunk. He came around the corner of
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12th Ave. and 14th st., heard the shouting in the
church and went in. After he got out of jail for drunk
and disorderly, Orbie said the reason he went in
was the door was open, he thought there was a
party going on.
The church members told the police the drunken
fool staggered in and fell on the floor jerking like he
was having convulsions. Orbie said that he was just
getting into the Holy Ghost Spirit. He didn`t mean
nothing by grabbing some of the sisters by the rear
end and bosom, he was just in the hands of the
Lord. The Judge didn`t believe him, he gave Orbie
30 days in the county jail to cleanse his body and
soul of alcohol. Orbie always said that he wouldn`t
have been able to grab those women if they had
not got on the floor with him. He said he was having fun playing grab-ass until they realized he was
drunk.
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The Wrights were poor uneducated hill folks
from north Ga..They moved to Columbus,Ga. after Josephine, the oldest girl, married a man from
Columbus. Josephine had two boys younger than
me; us Boogerville boys picked on them constantly.
You had to be careful though, their way to get even
was to climb on top of their house and spit snuff
on you. Those two little snuffies could spit in your
face from 15 feet away. We would catch one at
Cootsie`s store, hold him until a car came by. We
would put a nickel on the back bumper of the car
with bubble gum holding it on. As the car got half a
block away we would turn snuffy loose and watch
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him catch the car three blocks away, get his nickel
and come back. Those poor kids were desperate
and would do anything for a nickel. One time Josephine came to the playground to complain to Miss
Tillis about the boys picking on her kids. Miss Tillis
the playground director, assured her they would be
treated fairly while they were on the playground.
As Josephine walked away, Miss Tillis asked,
“what are their names?
Josephine pointed at the oldest and proudly said,
“I named him after the president.”
Miss Tillis asked, “which one?
She said, “Douglas MacArthur, my favorite”.
This was in 1956, I still remember the look on
Miss Tillis, “O.K.” she said.
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Back in 1955 Clyde Wright, no relation to Tommy
Wright, moved to Boogerville. Clyde had four girls
Josephine, Daisy Mae, Avonia and Frances. She
also had five boys William, Willie C., Curt, Nelson
and Lou Alton.
A few years after they moved into a three room
shotgun house on Virginia St., they got into a fight
with my uncle Robert Ginn, Orbie Bell, and Leon
Juhan. One of the bunch insulted Clyde and Daisy
Mae, they were all three drunk. The Wright boys
were always spoiling for a good fight, it didn`t take
much for them to come off their porch and jump
those fools. Five on three, Lou Alton was only 11
years old at the time so he threw rocks at the ones
his brothers had on the ground. Helen Bell saw
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them getting whipped and ran into Uncle Jiggs
house to get help. Uncle Jiggs was in the bed with
one of Miss Myra`s twins, Ethel Lee or Etheline, I
never could tell them apart.
Helen said, “get out of the bed with that whore
and come on, they are killing Robert and Orbie.”
Uncle Jiggs hit William in the head with an iron
pipe, knocking him off Robert. Helen cut Willie C.
with a butcher knife to get him off Orbie. My uncle,
Larry McPeters, came around the corner and got
into the fray. Nelson hit Larry with a car antenna,
Larry took it away from him and beat him half a
block with it. Curt was still beating on Robert and
Orbie when the police came up.
While the cops were breaking up the fight and arresting some, Uncle Jiggs and Helen ran between
the houses to get away.
As Helen was scaling a fence a cop shouted,
“stop or I will shoot,”
Helen yelled back, “shoot you S.O.B., cause I
ain`t stopping.”
Uncle Jiggs and Helen were the only ones to get
away. William stayed overnight in the hospital with
a severe concussion and stiches in his head. Willie C. was sewed up and taken to jail. No one else
was seriously injured, no one told who hit or cut
anyone. The next day everyone was friends again,
it was just amother day in Boogerville when things
got out of hand. Robert and Orbie both said the
little buzzard throwing rocks did the most damage.
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One time Robert and Leon Juhan came to the
house about drunk, wanting to borrow some money. Granny said she would go get it from Cootsie
Cain at the store. I went with her to get the beer with
the money, she paid for the beer out of her pocket.
She told me not to tell them, as she charged them
interest on the money, 2 dollars on 10.
We went home with 2 sixpacks, they were talking
about a fight the night before. Robert and Granny
were in a porch swing, Leon in a chair I was on the
steps.
While talking Robert already drunk, let MF slip
out, Granny stopped the swing and said, “boy
don`t talk like that in front of me, I will slap you off
this porch.”
Robert said, “I`m sorry mama it won`t happen
again.”
A little later he got excited and said MF again,
Granny stepped out the swing and as he was
coming forward slapped him backwards out of the
swing, off the porch, onto the ground. Leon and I
both laughed,
Robert came up, pocketknife out, and said, “tell
this story, I will cut your throat.”
I said, “go ahead and kill me, I can`t keep this
secret.”
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In 1967, six years after Granny slapped Robert
off the porch we were playing poker at Granny`s
house. She had gotten out of the moonshine racket about 12 years before. Now she was dealing
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in stolen milk from Ft. Benning, the woman was
bootlegging milk! The milk man came in, Granny
hollered for Avonia to get her order sheet.
She passed the deal to Larry, forever the wiseass,
he said, “listen up boys, buttermilk in the hole is
wild, and chocolate milk up is wild”.
Granny looked over her glasses at him and said,
‘one more word out you sweetmilk and I will slap
your ass away from this table.’
Robert was sitting behind me out of the game,
he jumped up and shouted, “slap him mama like
you slapped me off the porch.”
I fell out of my seat laughing, I almost wet my
pants.
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After Granny got out of the milk business, she
got into the meat business. In 1969 I was working
in Atlanta with cuz. When I came home to see her,
she had several boxes of meat sitting in the floor.
There were packages of bacon, saugage, ham,
and all types of sandwich meats, boxes of it.
I asked where she got it and she said, “Danny
and Gene sold it to her for 80 percent off, it`s all
fresh and I can sell it for half price and make a
KILLING.”
Danny and Gene were truck drivers for a local
meat packer, the dispatcher was in on it, he was
checking them out with less than they loaded on
the truck. This little enterprise started out small, but
all crooks get greedy–including my lovable Granny. After a year Danny got cold feet and run, Gene
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continued to bring 250 to 300 lbs. of stolen meat
every week. Poor folks from Boogerville, relatives
and friends of the family, ate mighty good during
this year and a half.
But all good things must come to an end. There
was a storm coming into Corpus Christi, Texas.
Dickie, Jack Stewart and Ronnie Potter went to
Texas looking for work after the hurricane hit. A
week later they came home, they got in about 4 in
the morning. Gene came to the back door at 5:30
to unload.
Granny said, “son, the law is out front they have
been waiting on you.”
Gene said, “Mrs. McPeters, I need to get it out
of my truck.”
He brought it in the house and stacked the boxes around Dick`s bed while he was sleeping. Dick
later said the flashbulbs from the cameras taking
pictures was what woke him up.
The police arrested Gene as he tried to drive
away, they came to the front door to ask Granny if
they needed to get a warrant to search the house.
Granny said, “hell no, y`all come in you know
what is in here.”
The owner of the meat company was there, he
told Granny, “if you would go downtown to make a
statement, I will not prosecute. I just want to make
sure to fire all guilty parties and put an end to this.”
Jeanette didn`t know they were not locking
Granny up, she threatened to beat Dickie`s ass.
She said, “hell boy, if I had been here I would have
took the rap for it, why didn`t you?”
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My brother Steve said the word at the police department was The Sundown Cafe had been shut
down for good. There was more than one storm hit
that time, Granny retired from the meat business,
and went back to gambling for a living.
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Uncle Robert was quite a character, after WWII
he found out Helen was working in a whorehouse
in Macon Ga. He went to Macon and talked her
into marrying him. The whole family was upset and
mad, he didn`t give a damn he loved her. Even
after they divorced they still had a relationship. At
his funeral wake, there were 3 ex-wives and his
longtime girlfriend talking.
Helen declared, “BY GOD, I had him first, by the
time he got to y`all he was wore down!”
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Back in 1961, Zary agreed to feed and water
Ruedon’s pigeons while he was away from home.
Paul, Jerry and I saw him unlock the pen and go
inside leaving the lock hanging on the hasp. We
sneaked over and locked him in the pen, he saw
what we had done to him. He started cussing and
raising all manners of hell threatening to whip us
all.
I told him to calm down, we were just joking
around. He said, “you will be the first one I jump
on.”
He made me mad so I left his butt locked in. Luckily for him Betty Anne came home 2 hours later and
let him out. From that day forward he was called
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Pigeon. He beat Paul and Jerry up, but never tried
to whip me.
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Back in the fifties it was a common thing for the
kids in the neighberhood to “throw” valentines. Everyone would sign their cards, go house to house
putting cards on porches, throw a rock against the
door and watch people pick them up the cards. I
think the girls liked it best because they could tell
someone how they liked them. The girls seemed to
enjoy it as much as Halloween or perhaps better,
for then they could embarass some of the boys.
I remember Dan usually got the most cards, most
of the girls thought he was CUTE. You had to be
careful throwing one on Glenda’s porch. If Danny
caught you, the fight was on. That was His Girl.
Of course some of us boys found a way to be
mean even on Sweetheart Night. It was just too
good a chance to get into something. When some
boy really liked one girl we would switch cards to
one he didn`t like. Parents we disliked we would
scoop up fresh dog poop, put it in a bag and set
fire to the bag. When they saw the fire they would
stomp on it, sometimes with bare feet.
My fellow meanies in the Boogerville community would never speak to me again if I revealed
my sources of information, so I will take the 5th on
that. Nor will I reveal what porches were desecrated. Some things are better left untold. I don`t know
of any other community that upheld this tradition
of mischief. It must truly have been a Boogerville
thing.
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We had a little league baseball reunion in Aug.
2010. At the reunion, one of my oldest friends,
Gary, whom I hadn`t seen in 40 years, showed me
some Cootsie Money he had. His wife was visiting
Boogerville along with Sherry in 1980. They saw a
sale going on at U.L.Cain`s old store on 11th Ave.
and Virginia Street. Gary`s wife bought the cash
register out of the store for a surprise Christmas
present. Sherry boxed it up and shipped it to Detroit, Mich. to Gary`s house in time for Christmas.
As he opened the drawer he found the money, 4
one dollar coins, three 50 cent pieces, two 25 cent
pieces, 1 dime and 3 five cent pieces. He cried
when he realized where the cash register came
from, it triggered memories of his childhood growing up in Boogerville. He gave the money to me, I
told him it would inspire me to write some stories
of our childhood as my wife of 36 years had been
trying to get me to put on paper the tales I told.
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Mr. U.L. Cain or Cootsie, as most called him always tried to help the poor folks in Boogerville. He
would advance people cash to pay their rent, power, water or doctor bills. They could charge their
groceries during the week until payday. Some of us
kids would sweep the floors, stock the drink boxes
and help put canned goods on the shelves to earn
Cootsie Money. If a kid didn’t have movie money
he would give cash. Back in the mid-50s a quarter
not only got you into the Royal Theater but also a
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drink, candy, and popcorn! He was the first person
I remember that believed no child should be left
behind. He made sure every kid in the neighborhood had the opportunity to earn some extra treats.
Some people were too proud or embarrassed to
ask for help. He made sure they had food even
if he had to leave it at the front door. Some of the
men worked off debts by painting the outside of
the store, or cutting meat inside or delivering groceries in his car. An old lady needed extra money,
no problem, she baked cakes and decorated them
for any occasion. On Friday nights boys gathered
at his house to watch the fights on t.v.. Sometimes
they would have to watch from the front porch, as
there was no room inside he would open his curtains and turn the t.v. so everyone could see. When
I got in trouble, he decided I needed something to
do to keep me out of mischief. He told me to go to
Bradley Library to get a SS card. I was 14 when I
went to work for him riding a bike delivering groceries. I later drove his car working for him, he trusted
me to pay his bills, pick up prescriptions at Jack
Webb drugs on 13th and 17th, not only for him but
his customers also. Sometimes I picked up special presents for his 6 girls from Kirvens downtown.
He instilled a work ethic in me for life, along with
self-confidence. He, along with my mama, encouraged me to do good in school. When there was a
death in the neighborhood he helped with the arrangements at Striffler-Hamby on 13th St. He sent
food for the wake and flowers for the grave site. If
you were a pallbearer you could borrow a suit and
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shoes from him. He was usually one of the first to
be asked to be in the funeral service, he always
considered it to be an honor. If people moved out
of the Boogerville community and failed to pay their
debts, he forgave them. He didn’t die a rich man in
money, but he was rich in friends and memories.
Mr. Cain died on May 18,1998, there are a lot of
folks that owe him at least one trip to his grave. He
would probably say, “Bill I`m just glad I could help.”
I think I speak for all the folks that lived in Boogerville and had dealings with him, he was the nicest
man I ever met. We are having a Boogerville Reunion April 9th 2011, there will be plenty of Cootsie
stories being told. I am going to ask my old softball coach and Sunday school teacher Rev. Lester
Parker to say a special prayer for the Honorable U.
L.Cain better known as Cootsie.
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Ronald Tyler came up to me on Halloween day
1959, he said, “let`s go over to St. Elmo trick or
treating.”
We took off for the richer part of town, St. Elmo
and Wynnton. People over there put candy in great
big boxes with signs up, “honor system take two
please!” We only filled up two grocery bags apiece!
We went back to Boogerville, hid our candy, and
got our B.B. guns fully loaded with 100 shots each.
After dark we crawled under the front of the Tyler
house and waited for the trick or treaters. Every
time some one came up we didn’t like, we shot
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them in the rear end as they walked off. Up comes
the Bs, and those two little boys. These four have
caused many a whipping by their tattletales. Boy,
did we get revenge that Halloween, we must have
shot each one a dozen times apiece. Ronald`s
dad, Cliff, figured out who was doing the shooting,
we were the only ones NOT trick or treating. Cliff
beat the tar out of him and told on me, I got a whipping too but it was worth it to see the B clan run for
their life.
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In the last part of 1945, Granny had all three of
the Ginn boys with her. They were home on leave
from the service, right after the war. They were visiting Uncle Steve on 10th ave. My dad went to the
poolroom to get a bottle of whiskey and didn’t come
back. A little later Uncle Jiggs went after him, he
didn’t come back.15 mins. later, Robert the youngest, said, “mama I will go get them.”
10 mins. later One Eye Gene comes to tell Granny they are in jail. At the time Columbus jail was
under the viaduct on the corner of 10th Ave.and
13th.St. Granny asked the jailer what the charges
were, drunk and disorderly 7.50 each.
As Granny got her money out Robert piped up,
“damn mama what are they locking you up for?”
Granny told the jailer, “Robert sounds like he’s
still drunk. leave him back there for another few
hours.”
Robert learned the hard way, don’t fool with
Granny!!
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We were at the wrestling in 1962 watching the
Graham brothers vs two Japanese. Howard Williams, the biggest man in Boogerville was sitting
ringside, Howard was 6 foot 6, 325 lbs. He loved
the Grahams as we all did. Eddie Graham and Tito
fell out the ring fighting, right at Howard’s feet. Tito
was hitting Eddie with a chair, Howard decided to
help and grabbed Tito from behind in a bear hug,
he picked him up off the floor.
We were all screaming, “get him Howard!”
Tito couldn’t get loose, his partner saw what was
going on, snatched his karate belt out of his robe.
Mako then leaned over the top rope, looped the
belt around Howard’s neck and pulled backwards
choking Howard. He held on until his partner was
free, it took several minutes, Howard didn’t release
Tito until he passed out! Howard was not only
big he was tough but they took Howard out on a
stretcher.
The next day I saw Mr Howard in Boogerville, I
asked, “are you going to the matches next week?”
He said, “no, its all fake.”
It wasn’t fake that night!
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In 1984 while living in Alvin, Texas. a friend of
my mine swapped vehicles for a day. He wanted
to use my truck to move, so I drove his 83 Cadillac home. My kids were staying overnight with
friends. I went flying down my 3/8ths mile driveway
honking the horn, my wife came to the door asking
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what`s wrong.
I said, “Gone With The Wind is playing at the
drive-in movies tonight and we are going.”
She said, “what the hell are you so excited about,
you`ve seen it 4 or 5 times.”
I said, “yeah, but I`ve always wanted to make
love to a good looking blonde in the back seat of a
Cadillac while ATLANTA WAS BURNING TO THE
GROUND, TONIGHT IS THE NIGHT.”
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Curley Money hired a new bartender named
Lefty, his right arm was messed up, therefore we
called him Lefty. He was a good old boy, a little
slow, most especially after he had a few drinks
in him, which was all the time. Someone robbed
Duke`s place down the road, we asked Lefty what
would he would do with his crippled up old ass if
they came to rob him.
Lefty said, “I`ve got a gun under the counter, I`ll
shoot the S.O.B. if he tries to rob me.”
I said, “show me the gun.”
He pulls out a 20 gauge shotgun from under the
counter.
I said, “hell Lefty, you ain`t got but one arm, the
damn gun ain`t even snapped together. He would
have your money and be gone.”
Lefty said, “Nigger let me show you how fast I
am.”
I said, “alright you stand at the end of the bar, I
am coming in the door, give me your money.
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Lefty was already drunk, he staggered over to
the gun, snatched it out and slung it up to bridge it
together and hit himself between the eyes knocking
himself down and out cold. When we quit laughing, I picked him up off the floor and we wiped the
blood off the 3” gash between his eyes.
Whistle said, “Nig I`ve got to go pick up my little
sister from school, I`ll be back to get you.”
About 30 minutes later Whistle and Brenda Jean
came in the door, he said, “Nig get Lefty to show
Brenda how to stop a robbery.”
Lefty came out of the bathroom, I said, “Lefty
show this pretty little lady how you can defend
yourself against a robber.”
Lefty was determined not to hit himself again
so this time when we went through the routine, he
grabbed the gun and slung it over his shoulder to
bridge it together. He knocked all the candy, gum
and cigarettes off the back counter before spinning
around and knocking out the mirror behind the bar
doing about 150 bucks worth of damage.
I said, “hell Lefty, it would have been cheaper
to have given the man the 30 dollars in the cash
register.”
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In 1969, Whistle, Dickie and Charles picked me
up one Sunday. Whistle was driving Charles`s new
Lincoln, Dickie and I were in the back-seat dispensing beer and ice. We started out to visit Sam
McQuagg, our racecar driver friend. Charles was
drunk and bet Dickie he could hit the road sign with
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a beer can as we passed. After missing badly with
empty cans, he doubled the bet with a full can of
beer. He kept missing and Dickie kept handing him
full beers, I began to get nervous, we were running
out of beer and can`t buy any on Sunday. They
were laughing as Dickie gave him the last beer to
chunk out the window.
I was ready to fight I was so damn mad, “now we
got to go to Fort Benning to get some damn beer.”
Whistle pulled the car over to the roadside and
opened the trunk saying, “look here Nigger.”
Charles had two cases of whiskey and four cases of beer in the trunk of the car, he wasn`t drunk,
they had pulled a good joke on me.
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Dickie was one of my running buddies back in
the wild days of the 60s and early 70s. He and
I went to the Palms bar located on the edge of
Boogerville once in 1969. The barmaid was a bosomy brunette who had an eye for the two of us.
We started carrying on with our craziness, Dickie
went to the bathroom which was located outside
the bar.
Sue remarked, “Dickie acts like a wild child.”
I said, “he is so crazy he has tattoos on his buttcheeks.”
She said, “you are lying.”
I said, “I`m not lying, one reads 40 knots and the
other is a propeller.”
Sue said, “I bet you are lying.”
I said, “we will bet all the beer we drink today.”
She said, “that`s a bet.
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When Dickie returned, I told him the bet, he then
stood on his bar-stool, dropped his pants, bent
over and said, “read them and weep.”
She wore glasses and put them on to read.
I said, “hell Dickie, she ain`t looking at tattoos
she looking at your worm.” Everyone in the bar
laughed, including Sue, as she set up our beer.
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In 1965 I was a bouncer at the Green Valley Club,
I got to know a few of the regulars. Charles was
one I met, he seemed to be a nice guy. He came
into the Club one day wanting to borrow some
money from Bud. Charles and his wife were splitting up, he was relocating to Atlanta and needed
200 bucks to float him until his first payday. I didn’t
know him well at the time, he tried to get money
from several people with no luck, I offered to loan
him the 200 bucks for a month.
He accepted my money saying, “you will never
regret this, I promise.”
He and I became close friends after that, his favorite trick to pull on me was to come in, grab my
half-fifth of whiskey and throw it acoss the road
saying that bottle was empty. While I was getting
mad, he would go next door to the liquor store, buy
me a half-gallon of whatever I was drinking.
One night I was riding with him from a club in
Phenix City, following Whistle, who was driving
fast. Charles said, “watch me slow him down Nigger.”
He passed Whistle and proceeded to hit the barricades on the roadside. They were working on the
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road and had put up these little sawhorses with
lights on them. Charles was drunk and hit every
other one around the curve to Columbus, Whistle was too busy dodging the barricades to pass.
Dickie and Malcom thought Whistle was drunk until
one of the barricades almost hit them. Charles was
driving a brand-new Mustang, candy-apple red, it
wasn`t so pretty after that fool banged up the hood
that night, he totaled that car a week later.
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Bill Neely was a plumber that worked around
us in the malls, he bragged he was a true cowboy
and only bathed once a year. We were in Midland,
Texas in 1979, we took Sunday off to party at the
pool. Bill wanted everyone to come to his motel
fot a barbeque. Juanita and Bullet rode over with
Sammy Brown while Ken Brown and I went to get
everyone some beer. By the time we got to Bill`s
motel, he was chasing Sammy with a hose pipe.
Bullet and Juanita were crying and laughing.
Ken asked, “what happened?
Juanita said, “Sammy threw Bill over in the deep
end of the pool, cowboy boots, hat and all. When
Neely came up he looked like a rat that drowned
in cooking oil, he was so nasty and hair so greasy
that water wouldn`t stand on him.”
Ken and I missed the cowboy`s yearly bath.
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We were working in Midland, Texas in the summer of 1980, out in the flats. There was a heatwave nation wide, people were dying from the heat
everywhere in the U.S., mostly the elderly. It didn`t
seem to bother the young drunks that I was associated with, because that Fourth of July we decided to drive over to San Angelo, Texas to throw a
party. The 120 mile ride to Foster Creek State Park
took about 4 or 5 hours due to stopping at numerous bars along the way, hell who said we didn`t
stop to smell the roses. Upon arriving with our 5
van wagon train, we had to replenish our supply of
beer and pot. The 18 or 20 of our party joined right
up with the 100 or so party animals already there.
Foster Creek was the only water deep enough to
swim in with light traffic from the law. That night
around midnight, after most had settled in for the
night I saw Ken sneaking off into a field. I told my
wife, “there goes “low down” and his girl Bernie.”
We watched the 2 of them cross a barb-wire
fence over into a clearing away from the park.
They had a blanket and a 6-pack along with a bag
of pot, ready for a private party. About ten minutes
later we heard a scream, and here comes Ken with
Bernie right on his heels, they jumped the fence
heading for the water, both of them butt-naked.
They made such a commotion, they woke up several people, I went over to ask what happened.
Ken said, “Nig, go get our clothes, then I will tell
you about it.”
After they got dressed and came over to my van,
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Ken told Juanita and I the story. He said that he
laid the blanket down, they fired up a doobie, got
undressed and got down to serious business.
Ken said, “damn, Bernie is really getting excited
tonight, she can`t wait.” About that time the fireants were biting him on the ass also, that`s when
he realized it wasn`t him making her move, but
fire-ants. The damn fool had put the blanket down
on top of a fireant hill.
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Back in the late 50s, early 60s one of our favorite past-times in Boogerville was calling the police
to ourselves. We would dig holes, string clothes
wire between houses to slow them as they chased
us through-out the neighborhood. Danny and I set
wires ankle-high and neck high between different
houses. One night while running from the police,
Danny forgot where to duck and tore his nose
nearly off. It was his fault, because he set the trap
himself, that put him out of the game for a while.
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In 1957 we went to Alabama to buy fireworks at
X-MAS time; we bought cherry-bombs for a special purpose. The blacks had whipped us good
back in the summer, even breaking Larry W. collar-bone. It was PAY-BACK TIME, we got on our
bikes and headed to the projects. We went down
10th Ave.and turned into the apartment complex,
as we rode by we were throwing cherry-bombs
on the front steps. Everybody was running in the
houses to get away from us, when we got to 13th
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Ave., we turned and started back. Before we got to
10th Ave. they ambushed us, the older and bigger
blacks beat hell out of us with bike chains and car
antennas. We limped back to Boogerville, licking
our wounds and plotting our next move. Danny H.
came up with this idea. We will go downtown and
buy some water-guns.
I said. “are you crazy they will kill us.”
He said, “not if we fill the guns with ammonia.”
That afternoon we went back, Ronald had Dan
on his handlebars, Danny H. was riding me. Dan
and I both had 2 water-guns full of ammonia, as
the blacks came running towards us, we squirted
them in the face and eyes.
As we left them moaning on the ground we heard
them say, “those damn crackers shot us with battery acid.”
We showed them once again; don`t mess with
Boogerville.
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Another time we dug a 4 foot deep hole and filled
it with garbage, urinated in it for a week, then covered it with straw. The cop that fell into this stinking
mess was so mad, he fired his gun.
The next day J.W. and his partner came riding up
to a bunch of us to say our games had gotten out
of hand. They warned us to stop before someone
got shot over our shenanigans. It was rumored
that the Columbus Police Department liked to send
rookie cops to Boogerville, to break them in right.
My fellow hoodlums and I did our best to help train
some of Columbus’ finest.
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Jimmy, Clinton, and Mickey were three brothers
that went out on the paper truck with us. Clinton
was 5 bucks short on his money one day, the lady
counting the money made him empty his pockets, but found nothing. The next day Jimmy was
short 5 bucks, emptied his pockets-nothing. Third
day Mickey was short, same routine-nothing. We
all knew something was going on but couldn`t figure it out. The money was right for several days
afterwards until the next week. These boys were
poor and had to scramble for any extra money they
could get. The day came when all three of them
were short 5 bucks apiece.
She said, “I’m going to strip ya`ll naked to find
my money.”
All three of them had a 5 dollar bill taped across
their butt-cheeks. Oh well, it was fun while it lasted.
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When I was a small child we lived up the road
from a haunted house out on Hubbard Road in
north Muscogee County. As I grew older my family
told more tales about this house, this was once a
fine place. It had three shacks for servant`s quarters, a milking barn, hay barn, horse stables and
huge chicken house all arranged in a big square
behind the two story house. Granny told me that
during the Phenix City days, this was a gambling
house for the high ranking officers of Fort Benning
and city officials of Columbus. Helen Bell later told
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me that those shacks were used by the whores
employed by the gamblers running this operation.
I know that we used to go out to the place to
pick blackberries and to get catawba worms, and
wasp nests for fish bait during the 50s. There was
a grave-yard about 100 feet from the house, we
would take people out to the place to scare them.
Dan took one carload and Danny had another carload one night, all from Boogerville. A bunch of us
boys had went out to the house that morning to
look the place over. Being that I knew the place
so well, I decided to lead the party upstairs. Danny
and Tommy followed me into the house and up the
stairs which consisted of 4 steps before turning
right, another 4 steps up into one great big room. I
knew they were behind me, I could hear their footsteps following me across the room.
As I pushed the shutters opened I said, “look
at all the chicken-shits out here,” staring down
at Tommy and Danny. That`s when the irrational
part of my brain took over, there`s a GHOST IN
HERE with me. I let out a blood curdling scream as
I flew across the room to the stairs. I was moving
so fast, instead of making the turn I went through
the clap-board wall onto the tin roof of the back
porch making one hell of a racket and scaring myself even more. All the noise frightened my friends,
so they jumped in the car and LEFT ME! Bruised
from the fall through the walls, cut from the tin roof
and scared shit-less by my own feeble mind, I ran
around the house to the road. As I tried to jump
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the barb-wire fence I slipped and fell into it, inflicting more damage to my body and my (brave) ego.
About 15 minutes later Dan came back to see
what had happened to me. He had most of the girls
with him, as I stood up from the roadside, bloody
and clothes hanging off me, they started screaming again so he took off leaving me behind again.
They finally picked me up and we went back to
Boogerville, it took a long time to convince everyone there was no ghosts, it was just a prank went
bad.
Some 50 years later I still smile about scaring
myself and still get mad when someone says that
Tommy and Danny were not scared of anything.
They know that they were too scared to set foot in
that house after dark, I wish that I hadn`t been so
BRAVE.
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It all started at Linwood Community Center back
in 1960. William, a grown man with three kids and
one on the way, started hanging around with us
teenagers. William probably thought if he hung
around us, we wouldn`t pick on his kids so much.
Tricks like that never worked with us, we were wise
to the things parents would do to protect their kids.
First, William came to the center to play I DOUBT IT
known as BULLSHIT to us. It was our favorite card
game. After losing ten straight games of bullshit
William got mad, accused Paul and I of cheating.
We then challenged him to play in our chinaberry
battle, we had pop-guns and sling-shots that we
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shot one another with.
The next day the war was on, William, Danny
Couillette, Kenny Brown on one side, Paul Tyler,
Dennis Sanders and I on the other side. We were
using marble-sized chinaberries, those things
would leave a welt on your butt. William was running from me and Paul, he hid beside a house,
a truck-driver saw him run and hide. The driver
asked if we were looking for the man that was running, and pointed at the side of the house. William
declared that we were cheating again and quit
playing He never knew that his own team-mates
were also shooting his butt. William decided that
our games were too tough for him, he quit hanging
around with us before he got seriously hurt.
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It all started sometime in 1962, at the Star Bar
and Grill on lower Broad St. in Columbus, Georgia. My dad, Dude Ginn, was drinking with three
friends, sitting in a booth. Ray, Leon and Stanley
were listening to Pop tell a story, when Ray`s uncle
Travis came to the table. Travis was a big 6’ fellow
and mean as a rattlesnake, he slammed his fist on
the table saying I can whip anybody sitting here.
Ray said, “Uncle Travis, we`re not talking to you,
leave us alone.”
Travis went to the toilet. opened his pocket-knife,
came back to the table and stabbed the knife in the
middle of the table-”see how bad I am”. Pop. only
5’ 8”. grabbed him by the throat, put him on the
floor with his own knife saying: “see how easily I
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could kill your ass,: nicking him on his neck. Every
one was on their feet,
Pop said, “let`s go before I have to kill this
S.O.B.,” starting to the door.
As they went out the door Stanley paid the bartab and followed them outside. Bill, Travis’s brother, walked in at the time Stan walked out.
Travis, getting off the floor shouted, “get him Bill
he’s one of those that just cut me.”
Bill and Travis were cutting at Stanley with no
sucess, Stan had two knives whacking at both of
them. Pop saw what was happening, got out of the
car, ran up and cut Bill across both ass-cheeks-46
stiches worth, meanwhile Stan put over 150 in Travis.
Eleven years later I was drinking at Shorty Rogers Cafe on 15th St. by old Swift Mill, this guy
looked at me asking, “do you know who I am?”
My answer was, “no, and I don`t give a damn
who you are.”
He said, “I`m Travis, the one your chicken-shit
daddy cut, I`m looking for him, can`t find him might
as well shoot you,” pointing a 38 at me.
Jack, running the place heard him and put his 45
in Travis`s ear saying, “put the gun on the table.”
Jack then told me to get the hell out of there before there was a shooting. I went to my house 8
blocks away, got my 12 gauge semi-automatic and
went back to Shorty`s, kicking the door open ready
to kill his ass, but Jack had ran him off too.
A couple months later Leon Juhan, Bobby Harrison and I were in the men’s room at Sue`s Place
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outside Phenix City, Alabama when Bobby S. came
in saying Travis had walked in with his gun out.
Leon and I were unarmed, so we decided to leave,
after we left Travis shot Ken Brown in the shoulder.
He bragged that Leon and I were really his targets
but we got away.
Three months afterward, Ronnie George, Bobby
Stewart and Pop walked into Sid`s Place in Crawford, Alabama.
Travis didn`t see Pop walk in, Travis was saying.
“I can`t catch that chicken-shit Dude Ginn,” when
my Dad slapped him out of his chair.
Sid Peters pulled out a sawed-off shotgun saying
ya`ll both have got to go, even though he wanted
my dad to kill Travis. Sid`s younger brother was almost killed by Travis’s brother Bill earlier that year,
Bill stabbed Randolph from behind in the lung. This
incident at Sid`s Place happened on a Sat. morning; the following Friday night was the end of that
part of the story.
Connie Pegg called to take a rain-check on our
date Friday night, we put it off for a week. I met
up with Ronnie and we went to a poker game,
staying several hours. We then went to a club in
P.C. and wound up at Vicky Preston`s bar which
stayed open all night. The cafe part was packed
with drunks, we sat at a table with Vicky`s mom
Mary Anne and Ruth Burgess, both of whom were
old and dear friends.
Ronnie said, “oh hell there is Travis, let`s go Bill
before we have trouble.”
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I didn`t know about the fight at Sid`s the week
before and when Travis asked me nicely to come
over and meet his friend, I got up.
Ronnie said, “don`t go over there you damn fool.”
I replied, “I ain`t scared of that S.O.B.” and sat in
the booth across from Travis.
He introduced me to his friend saying, “this is the
son of the Cshit that I`m looking for.”
I said, “you been looking for a man that works at
the same place as you, sounds like to me you are
scared of him.”
I will never forget his words as he reached in his
pocket for his gun he said; “I might be scared of
him but I ain`t scared of you.”
As he run his hand in his pocket I grabbed his
hand and said you can`t get it out. He struggled
but was no match for my grip, I had already noticed
someone else crouched behind the bar. I knew
that I was in deep shit, there were two of them, my
shotgun was in the truck, 25’ away. I started talking
to him, saying Travis your fight is with my Dad not
me. He relaxed and put both hands on the table
saying you are right, I will see you later.
As I turned toward the door heading for my gun,
Dot Gaston, another friend, shouted, “look out Billy
he`s got a gun.”
I shoved her out of the way as I turned back to
him, he shot me point-blank in the belly knocking
me backward against the front door, missing me
with his 2nd shot. hitting Jaime Jones in the hand.
As I fell to the foor reaching for my knife, he stood
up in the booth to shoot me again. He made a big
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show of cocking the gun and saying, “goodbye Billy Boy” as he brought the gun down.
He was aiming at my head, I shouted,” shoot
mother-fucker,” as I threw both arms across my
face and rolling in the floor.
The 3rd shot broke my left arm, the 4th shot
blowed a man’s big toe off. I tried to get up but
couldn’t, I only had one good arm and was losing blood fast from the belly. As I looked over my
shoulder at him he said; “you ain`t dead yet?”
My answer was, “you can`t kill me you S.O.B.,
even if you do, my daddy will kill your fucking
ass for me.” That shook him so badly that as he
stepped out of the booth to shoot me again, he
stumbled and shot a man in the ass.
Travis`s brother June shot me in the back of my
left shoulder while I was still on the floor.
The Phenix City police were looking for Travis
about a shooting earlier that night, and were parked
across the street. They saw what was happening
but couldn`t shoot him through the window, they
came from the back to have a clear shot at him.
Ken Brown and Bullet saw the cops come in the
poolroom with their guns out going into the cafe,
they had heard the shots fired inside.
By the time the cops got inside the cafe Travis
was sitting on my back reloading his gun, dropping the empty shells in my Afro. As Travis put the
gun on the back of my head, I heard someone say,
“hold it Travis.”
When Travis turned to see who dared to interfere, he brought his gun into play. The white cop
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shot him in the heart with a 357 magnum, as his
left hand went to his heart, the black cop shot him
through the left hand with a Policeman`s Special
38.
When those two guns went off, my thoughts
were, “they can`t miss now, one of them has a
shotgun.”
Then I heard Ronnie shout he`s dead, the S.O.B.
is dead.”
I said, I ain`t dead yet Ronnie.
He said, “not you Billy, Travis is dead.”
I asked, “who shot him?”
Ronnie said, “the P.C. cops killed his ass.
I then said, “first time I`ve ever been glad to see
the police.”
May Anne came over and put my head in her lap
crying and said, “Billy don`t you go into shock and
die now, honey.”
I told her that, “I wasn`t going to go anywhere
until she got me a drink of whiskey.”
She tried to laugh but couldn’t and said, “you
can`t have anything to drink, you`ve been shot in
the stomach.”
The cops came over looked down at me and
asked, “are you alright?”
I said, “that chicken-shit S.O.B. shot me in the
back, in the arm and in the belly and the back of
the shoulder.”
One cop said to the other, “that`s strange, there
were six shots fired, he had a snub-nosed that only
shoots five times and the gun is fully loaded.”
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Then June walks in my view and says to the
cops, “don`t let me catch you after dark nigger.”
The black cop told June, “don`t let me catch you
anywhere fellow.”
I shouted. “shoot the sorry bastard now and pull
me over to Travis so I can cut the S.O.B.”
The white cop said, “Mr. he`s already dead.
I said, “I don`t care, I just want him to go to hell
with my mark on his ass.”
Ronnie asked me, “do you want me to call your
mama?”
I said no, “just call my dad and tell him that the
sorry chicken-shit S.O.B. is dead.”
They had a bad car wreck that night just before
I got shot at 3 in the morning May 3rd 1973 it took
over 2 hours to get me to the hospital. At 3:15 that
morning my sister Inez called and woke mama
up to say she had a dream I got hurt, my favorite poster fell off the wall at that time. The poster was a demon saying YEAH THOUGH I WALK
THROUGH THE SHADOW IN THE VALLEY OF
DEATH, I SHALL FEAR NO EVIL BECAUSE I AM
THE MEANEST S.O.B. IN THE VALLEY. I found
out the hard way that I was not the meanest, just
the craziest one there.
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We were shooting fireworks at Christmas time
back in 62 when old man Yarbrough called the police. He was one of the neighborhood rat-finks, always calling the law onto us for something. Stanley
Adams and Bernard Windsor and two older guys
were shooting fireworks with us one night.
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Bernard asked, “didn`t some of us have slingshots?”
We came up with 3, so Danny Adams joined
them in shooting cherry-bombs. They zeroed in on
Yarbrough`s house on the next street over. Miss
Hazel, Bernard`s Mom, let us run into her beauty
shop when the law came up the street. As the law
left, they would loft the bombs from Virginia St. over
the trees to 14th St. on the tin roof of Yarbrough`s
house. The cops were looking all around his house
for kids with fireworks but couldn`t find anyone. We
kept that poor man up until midnight when we ran
out of bombs. Hazel laughed as hard as the rest of
us over that prank. Just another night in Boogerville.
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Dan Gaylor and Jimmy Coe took Mr. Coe`s boat
without permission, once in 1963. Dan didn`t have
a trailer hitch, so they tied the the boat to the back
bumper of Dan`s car. Everytime they slowed down
or stopped, the boat trailer beat dents in Dan`s car.
They didn`t care because they wanted to go waterskiing. They made it to Lake Oliver, put the boat
in the water and away they went, skiing. Three or
four hours later they ran out of gas, a game warden
came by and towed the boat back to the landing.
As they got close to the boat ramp, they saw Mr.
Coe coming down the road. They jumped out of
the boat and swam under the dock out of sight. Mr.
Coe put gas in the boat and went looking for them.
When he got out of sight they untied the trailer,
jumped in Dan’s car and took off home. I am sure
Jimmy got his ass beat for that little stunt.
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In 1966 I was helping Uncle Larry and J.B. Williams put asbestos siding in boiler-rooms at Ft.
Benning. Larry and I were up on scaffolds, J. B.
on the ground cutting the hardboard and handing
it up to us. There were several laborers on the job,
Larry was always picking on the one working with
us. My two brothers-in-law were working along
side us, also, Larry`s brother-in-law, J.D. Parker,
and Mama`s boyfriend-Oliver George.
We all ate our dinner together in one of the barracks, our laborer came in and asked if someone
would loan him a dollar for dinner.
Larry piped up with, “you little ugly rascal, if there
is a man on this job uglier than you, I will buy both
of you a shrimp dinner.”
The kid said, “get your wallet out,” walked to the
door and shouted, “Hey Whoop-si-do come a running.”
His buddy came in the room, he was cross-eyed,
had buck teeth and looked like he had swallowed a
ten spot and broke out in pennies; he had freckles
on freckles. From that point on, one was known as
“Little Ugly” and the other was known as “Whoopsi-do.”
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I was drinking with Frank Williams and two others at the Bamboo Cafe in 1966, when Frank left. It
seems that Frank would pee in the toilet, but always
walked two blocks home to take a crap. Frank was
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in a hurry, he took a short-cut through the back
lot of the bar. As Frank started across the railroad
tracks, the engineer coming out of the curve saw
him and blew his whistle. Frank knew the train was
close, but was frightened by the whistle and shit
his britches. The engineer saw the stain in Frank`s
pants and started laughing, Frank then picked
up rocks throwing at him ,cussing him out. Frank
came back to the bar 30 minutes later telling the
story, as he was finishing up his story, the cops
came in and arrested Frank for drunk and disorderly. a 37.50 fine at the time. Frank. as the years
went by claimed that he was wearing a 3 piece suit
that cost over 100 bucks, therefore it cost him over
150 bucks for taking a crap at home.
Funny how those levi cut-offs and tee shirt grew
over the years.
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Back in 1966 after Uncle Robert got his insurance money for losing part of a finger in an accident, Robert proceded to throw himself a long
drunk party. He partied in every bar he knew in
Columbus, including a couple of black bars. Sunday morning he calls me to take him to Nora`s
Place, a black bar downtown. Charley and Robert
had worked together in a mill years before, and
became lifelong friends. Charley`s wife Nora had
opened her bar several years before and Robert
frequently stopped by there. Every time we caught
fish, Robert always took some to Charley. This
Sunday when we get to Nora`s, there is no beer,
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someone had broke in and stolen all their beer.
Robert then asked me to take him to the bootlegger on 2nd Ave., where he paid double price for
10 cases of beer. He said, “by God, ain`t nobody
going to put my friends out of business, take me
back to Nora`s Place.”
Charley said. “Robert, we will pay you back
someday.”
Robert said. “no, you don`t owe me anything, hell
that`s what friends are for, to help one another.”
Robert never paid for another beer at Nora`s .
When he died in 1973, we had his body and his
wake at his house. Someone said there is a black
couple down on 15th St. looking for Robert.
My dad said, “Bill, go tell Charley and Nora to
come on up here.”
At the time this happened, there were very few
contacts between whites and blacks. Everyone in
Boogerville watched Charley and Nora grieve over
their friend, most knew of Charley and Nora, because Robert talked about his friends often.
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Back in1968 Gary Faulkner, aka Tiger, got locked
up with me in Phenix City, Alabama. While in a
honky-tonk dancing with some girls we knew, Tiger and I got into a fight with some soldiers from Ft.
Benning, Georgia. We were all arrested for drunk
and disorderly, the soldiers were taken to the base,
Tiger and I were taken to jail in Phenix City.
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The next morning while talking to Sammy Brown,
another friend serving time for killing a man in a
strange accident; Tiger walks up. He asked me if I
was ready to leave.
I said, “sure when they call my name I will pay
the fine and go home.”
He said, “I`m talking about escaping, I`ve always wanted to escape from jail once, just to say
that I did it.”
I asked, “Tiger how are you going to do it?”
He said, “come look at this,” walking to the back
of the cell-block, pointing at a 14’ ladder. “I`m going through that roof hatch, across the roof and
down the drain pipe, I believe that I can run the
four blocks to the river before they know I`m gone.”
He started up the ladder, and said, “come on Bill
let`s escape.”
“Naw,” I said, “they only have me for drunk and
disorderly.”
He said, “me too, but this time I escape I am going out of sight.”
Sammy was standing next to me in the holding
room where I was waiting to be called before the
Judge, when they called Faulkner.
I stuck my head out the door to say, “he`s already left.”
The bailiff asked, “what do you mean–he left?
I said, “he escaped about 25 minutes ago.”
They came flying into the cell-block, went up the
ladder onto the roof, but he was gone!
About an hour later Sammy was still telling me
about the strange accident that led to him killing
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the man, the jailer called for me and Sammy to
come up front.
He said, “that damn crazy Faulkner called a few
minutes ago to say he would be back next week
to pay his fine, but right now he`s holding court at
Shorty Rogers Bar on 15th St. in Columbus, Georgia.”
When I got to Shorty`s Tiger was glad to see me
for I could vouch for the fact that he escaped the
Phenix City Jail.
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My dad and three of his cronies went to Eufaula,
Alabama to go fishing in Dec. 1970. They were all
drinking and talking as they loaded up the boat and
trailer. Pop was finally going to take them to our
favorite crappie hole, they knew we were catching a lot of fish and had been begging to go. First
they stopped to get bait, then again to get more
beer, a one hour trip took two hours before they
got to the boat ramp. After putting the boat in the
water at Old Creek Town Landing they discovered
they left the 9 and 1/2 horsepower motor at the
house. Leon and Bobby went back to Columbus
after the motor,while Pop and James paddled the
boat away from the dock to fish.
James said, “I smell a bream bed.”
Pop said. “you fool. bream don`t bed in the wintertime, I just farted that what you smell.”
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Back in 1974 my Dad and my stepmother Gladys lived out in Crawford Alabama. She noticed that
the runt of the litter was being pushed away from
the mother`s milk. She decided to bring the little
one in the house to feed it, and watch after it. She
potty-trained the baby, kept it warm and fed it constantly to ensure it had a fair chance in life. That
little runt slept with the dogs that stayed inside,
they had the bigger dogs outside.
When Pop came home from work all the pets
jumped for joy including Arnette, the runt. Arnette
soon got big enough to be put outside with the bigger dogs, and got bigger than them. She would
usually be the first to jump up to greet you, wagging her tail, but not ever barking. Because she
couldn’t bark–she only squealed after all she was
a hog.
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In 1979 we were working for George Hallmark
in Fort Myers, Florida. We went fishing over on the
island, we were right below the bridge on a pier.
Juanita, Sammy and I were catching small stingrays and large gaff-top sailcat. Steve Swaim was
catching small hard-head catfish, Billy Brown didn’t
have a rod-reel.
Billy saw a Daiwa reel in my tackle box and
asked could he use it and one of my 8’ poles. He
went to the bait shop and bought some eyes for a
rod, super glue and thread. Billy made himself a 8’
rod and reel, came back to fish off the end of the
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pier. I had hung a big one and was having a time
trying to get it in.
Billy threw over my line as I was pulling my fish
in and hung into a big one, he shouted. “I`ve got
a big one.”
Billy was fishing about 50’ away from me, I would
reel my fish towards me, Billy would reel his fish
towards him. We were having a hard time for about
20 minutes, until we both got the fish coming in.
Sammy noticed our lines close together and said,
“be funny if you both had the same fish hooked.”
Billy and I both said, “no way in hell, we are fishing 50’ apart.”
Well, we did have the same fish, I was hooked
deep in his throat, Billy was barely hooked onto his
tail. Billy swore he hooked him first,
Sammy got mad and told Billy, “you are so stupid.
I don`t want anyone to know you are my brother.”
Billy Ginn was playing the fish when you threw
over his line and hooked the damn fish in the tail.
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Steve Swaim and I did a side job in Bowling
Green, Ky. in 1979. We had to go to a mall in Nashville, Tennessee to collect our money, I had worked
that mall the year before. After cashing the check
I went back to the Fredricks of Hollywood shop to
buy Juanita an early birthday present. Steve and
I both looked like bikers with our long hair and
beards with t-shirts stating we liked women and alcohol. The salesladies were keeping their eyes on
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us, as I browsed through the shop.
Steve began to get nervous and said, “damn get
something, I`m beginning to feel like they think I’m
a pervert, the way they are looking at me.”
I finally found something in Juanita`s favorite
blue, not too expensive but certainly not cheap. I
went to the counter to pay for it, with Steve getting
more antsy and nervous.
As the girl took my money and started to put it in
a box, I said, “lady I would like to try that on before
I leave.”
That was the last straw, Steve took off running
out of the store, as me and the girls started laughing.
It took him 20 years to get even, while shopping
Macys in Atlanta for sweaters for our wives he put
his arm around me and said, “HONEY DO YOU
WANT TO WEAR THAT HOME,” he said the look
on my face was worth waiting 20 years for.
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Gary was driving his car to work one day, we had
gotten 2 large coffees and 2 newspapers. Gary`s
wife bleached his tee-shirts to make sure he was
neat looking with no stains on his white tees. Gary
was short and muscular, he was proud of the way
he looked in a plain white t-shirt. While he drove I
would read articles out of the paper to him.
One day I got excited about something I read,
threw up my hands spilling his coffee on him. I
said, “damn Gary, I`m sorry about that.”
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He replied, “it`s alright Ginn, accidents happen.”
When we got to the job, the boss and his son
came up to us. As they walked up I said, “Gary
don`t your wife know how to use bleach, look at
your nasty self.”
They started laughing at him, he got mad and
wanted to fight before I could tell them it was my
fault.
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We passed an exotic game ranch outside Kerrville, Texas on our way to Odessa to do a job in
1979. We got off I-10 onto TX 385 heading north,
Juanita and the kids were riding with Charles and
George following Bullet, Ronnie George and I. Bullet was driving, me and Ronnie were drinking beer.
Bullet had smoked himself a big joint, he was flying high too. We were laughing and talking about
the exotic animals we had seen from the hwy. the
day before. There was nothing on this hwy. but oil
rigs, when all of a sudden we spot a critter scamper across the road 50 yards ahead of us.
Bullet asked, “did ya`ll see that?”
Ronnie said, “it looked like a kangaroo.”
I said, “naw it was too little, must have been a big
jackrabbit.”
A few minutes later another one went across the
road, I said, “speed up Bullet so we can get a better look.”
He shot up the road, there is nothing to see but
oil rigs, fence and land. All of a sudden we saw
another up the road, we flew up there and got out
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of the van, stoned and drunk. We were looking for
that speedy critter, when I realized we had been
chasing Damn Tumbleweeds all that time. Rednecks from Ga. don`t normally see tumbleweeds.
I said, “wait till the other guys hear about this.”
Bullet said, “Nig don`t tell it, they will laugh us out
of Texas.”
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Juanita and I went to pick Bullet up at the DallasFt. Worth airport once in 1980 but he was not on
the flight. As we started to leave I got a page on
the P.A. system, it was Bullet, seems he is going to
be 3 hours later. We decided to do some shopping
and have a few drinks at the airport while waiting
for him. When Bullet`s flight arrived, he was still
half-drunk carrying a delta blanket and pillow.
He began to apologize for the delay, I said, “let`s
get your luggage and go eat, you can tell us what
happened in the car.”
He and another idiot were drinking in the Atlanta
airport lounge talking about plane crashes. As they
sat down in the back of the plane, the pilot fired
up the engines. These two idiots saw the flames
shoot out of the engines and jumped up, started
running through the plane screaming, “GET OFF,
THIS MOTHER F
R IS ON FIRE, GET OFF
QUICK,IT”S ON FIRE.”
It caused mass confusion, people were screaming and crying. By the time order was restored and
everyone was calmed down, the pilot had security
come aboard and escort the 2 drunks off the plane.
Bullet had to wait for 3 hours, the other idiot had
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to wait 5 hours for the next flight. We stopped at
a steakhouse on the way home to eat and have a
few more drinks.
Bout the time we ordered I was feeling no pain
myself, I said, “just knock the horns off mine and
run him out here, I like mine very rare.”
As the waitress set my steak down with blood
oozing out, I farted and said, “go ahead and bellow
you S.O.B. I’m going to eat you anyway.”
Juanita then told the girl to make the plates to
go, “as she was not eating with our drunk asses”
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A few days after the tumbleweeds, I saw 2 guys
hanging sheetrock in the mall. I went up to them
to ask who they were working for. The one on the
floor totally ignored me, so I climbed the scaffold to
ask the other guy, he didn`t answer either. Then I
saw the one on the floor giving measurements with
his fingers, I knew then that they were deaf-mutes.
Boy you should have seen those fingers working
on 114 and 1/2 inches.
Later, when Sammy and Ken Brown got there, I
was telling about the deaf-mutes. Sammy laughed
and said, “Nig you made that up.”
That’s when I realized we were behind those
guys in traffic. I sai, look at their tag, they are in
front of us,” the tag read DEAF-MUTE.
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Bullet was working with me in Corpus Christi,
Texas in 1981, he had his girlfriend Diane with
him. We went to a nightclub called the yellow rose
of Texas, it was a big honkytonk. By the time we
got there I was about drunk, Bullet and Diane were
messed up on pot and liquor, Juanita was the only
one straight. Thirty minutes after we got there Diane passed out at the table, I thought some guys
next to me were going to fight. I was drunk and
spoiling for a fight, so I grabbed a few folding chairs
and put near my table.
Juanita and Bullet were trying to calm me down
saying, “here comes a big bouncer.”
I said, “by God he can get him some too.” This
guy looked like Joe Klecko that played for the New
York Jets, 6’.10,” about 350 lbs.
I was raising hell when he came up from behind
and clamped on my shoulder saying, “have you
got a problem fellow?”
It hurt my neck to look up at him he was so big,
I said, “DAMN RIGHT I DO, I CAN`T FIND THE
FRONT DOOR.”
He grinned and said, “come on I`ll show you
where it is.”
I said, “thank you sir.”
Juanita and Bullet said, “we thought you were
going get killed in there”
I said, “hell my mama didn`t raise no damn fool.”
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In 1981 we were living in Corpus Christi, Texas
and Bullet was working with me. One day we took
the kids out to Packery Channel on Mustang Island
fishing, Juanita could outfish 90% of men I ever
fished with, she was an excellent fisherman.
On this day she started catching speckled trout,
so we stayed so late I had to crank my van and
turn on my headlights so we could see. She hung
a ribbonfish, the damn thing came out of the water
looking like a sea snake. She threw down the rod
and took off running, Bullet did too, I was laughing
at both of them as I took the thing off the hook. It
is 2011 and they both still think it was a sea snake.
About 4 months earlier we had went fishing with
Richard and Louise Dillard, our neighbors. Juanita
bought me a father`s day special, a 9’ surf-rod with
an open-faced Zebco reel. Richard and I started
drinking beer that father`s day, not fishing.
Juanita said, “if you are not going to fish anymore, let me use your reel.”
She threw under the bridge a few times with no
luck, I said, “try it over in the deep part of the channel.”
A few minutes later Richard said, “look Bill, she`s
hung into a big one, maybe you need to help her.”
I said, “hell boy she can outfish you and me
both.”
That 9’ rod was almost bent double, the fish was
so big, she played him for 35 minutes getting him
almost in 3 times before giving out. She said, “take
this rod for awhile.”
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I said, “HELL NO, I`m not getting blamed for losing that fish.”
Richard said, “give it to me, I`ve never played a
fish that big.”
After 20 minutes of him playing the fish, Bobby
Nobles came up with his wife and kids. Bob shouted, “what are ya`ll doing out there waist deep in the
water?”
I said, “Bob, my wife hung a damn whale, we got
him up 4 times already.
Bobby came out and watched Richard play him
for another 30 minutes, then Juanita got the rod
back. She played the fish for 25 more minutes, getting him in twice, not close enough to land him.
Bobby asked could he play him awhile, Bob
played the fish for almost an hour getting him up 2
times.
Juanita then said, “I might be able to land him
this time.”
After she played him for another 45 minutes she
got the fish in knee deep water, his dorsal fin stuck
out of the water about 8, he was around 6’ long.
Bobby said, “Bill, you get your hand in one gill,
I`ll put mine in the other gill.”
I said, “you are crazy as hell boy, if one misses
the gill that fish is big enough to drown a man.”
Mary, Bob`s wife brought a tire tool for me to stick
in his gill like a gaff. When I tried to gaff him, he
rolled over and broke the hook out of his mouth,.
Bobby and Juanita both said, “you did that on
purpose you jealous-hearted S.O.B.”
As you read this, notice that I never played the
fish, but got blamed for losing him anyway.
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As we walked back to the shore, Mary said, “rig
me up a pole Bob.”
He looked at her and said, “are you crazy, Juanita just lost a monster, there`s no need to fish anymore.”
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Danny Morgan and Vern Kinney were working
in the Sunrise Mall in Corpus Christi, Tx. alongside me in 1981. We tried to help each other when
we could, even though we were competitors in the
drywall business. They brought Hugh Lott, a foreman I had built two stores for a year earlier. Hugh
wanted me to do two money-maker stores for him,
I told him I was busy to let Danny and Vern do his
stores.
Vern told Hugh that he had four men along with
his wife, Lita, to help do both stores, Hugh left the
blue-prints for them to bid and walked off.
Danny asked, “Ginn, why didn`t you want those
stores, you are not that busy.”
I said, “last year I came close to killing that irritating drunk, if you work for him DO NOT DRINK
WITH HIM, he`s nuts.”
Danny was sharing an apartment with Vern and
Lita, after a couple of weeks working with Hugh,
they invited him for dinner and drinks. Hugh was
true to form, after 5 or 6 beers he started insulting both Danny and Vern, saying they were not
fast enough, their workmanship was not up to par.
They didn`t answer him, they didn`t want to lose the
contract, another 4 beers he insulted Lita`s cook95

ing and working ability. Vern didn`t like that and
punched Hugh in the mouth knocking him through
the window onto the sidewalk. They were telling
me about it the next day, worried that they had lost
the contract,
I said, “don`t worry-he won`t remember a damn
thing about it.”
Sure enough here comes Hugh whistling, “are
we working today boys,” he asked.
Jim Witt another painter friend of ours doing the
other store for Hugh found out Vern had hit Hugh
and asked, “why did you hit that old man?”
Couple of weeks go by, Hugh bad-mouthed Jim
on the job so bad that Jim, the mildest one of us,
knocked him on the floor of the job.
I went up to Jim, in front of Danny and Vern and
asked, “WHAT DID YOU HIT THAT OLD MAN
FOR?” Now ya`ll know why I didn`t want his jobs,
he`s a damn nut-case.
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While I was living in Corpus Chisti, Texas, Sammy Brown and his wife Wanda came from San Antonio to fish with Juanita and I. We were fishing out
of Sammy`s boat, tied under the J.F.K. causeway
bridge catching speckled trout. We were catching
a lot of fish but running out of live shrimp, I told
Sammy to let the girls use the bait and we could
use lures. He refused to do that so, I tied 2 speck
lures on my line, the 2nd time I threw out I hung a
giant ray. It took me 45 minutes to wear him down
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and get him in the boat, we saw that I had hooked
him in the belly by accident. As we put the stingray in the boat he started flapping his tail, the girls
were trying to jump out of the boat. I reached down
and cut his tail off but he was big as the hood on
a small car and kept flooping back and forth. The
girls were so scared that I flipped him back in the
water.
Sammy said, “damn Nig, we didn`t even get a
picture of him.
I said, “Sam, we got that picture in our memory–
those girls mean more than that fish. The biggest
fish I ever caught, no picture, just memory.
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While living in Corpus Christi, Texas in 1982
we moved into a subdivision on the south side.
My kids, Brandy 6, and Ty 5 years old, immediately made friends up and down Ribbontail Drive.
Tony was their favorite, he was 7 and liked to eat
boogers.
Brandy asked his parents why didn`t they whip
him, to stop that disgusting habit. Bill and Cathy
explained that, they didn`t believe in whipping a
child, that time out worked best for them.
After about 6 months, Tony got mad at someone,
and went into the house and got Bill`s 38 pistol.
Brandy ran to Cathy to tell her that Tony had a
gun, Cathy said, “he don`t have a real gun, it`s in
my bedroom, where he`s forbidden to go.”
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Bill`s mom ran into the bedroom and said, “it`s
gone.”
Cathy then said, it`s not loaded, we keep the bullets in the baby`s room, if he goes in there he`s in
long time-out.”
Brandy said, “my daddy told us if we saw a gun,
run home or he would beat our butt.”
Bill`s mom, Ada found Tony with the loaded gun,
and told Cathy maybe you need to call Bill to handle this, being as you don`t spank him ever.
Brandy said, “I hope MR. Bill gives that boogereater a good whipping, it might make him stop that
nasty habit.”
Bill not only gave Tony his first spanking, but told
Cathy, from now on we will be doing something
besides your time-outs.
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We were working at the Park Mall, downtown
Houston, Texas in 1983. Danny Morgan, Vern Kinney, and Don Martin were next door to me. Bill
Neely, the stinking cowboy, was partners with Ron
Patient in the HVAC and plumbing business.
While taking a smoke break, we noticed Bill below us on the first floor. I got my skunk juice and
we took turns trying to hit him on the chest with a
drop of it. We managed to hit his cowboy hat twice
but missed 6 times, no matter, the stuff was potent.
People were wanting to talk business with him but
couldn`t stand the smell, so they kept walking past
him. Everyone knew he only bathed once a year,
they knew how nasty he was, some stopped long
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enough to tell him they would call at home.
Bill stood there for 2 hours, waiting for someone
to carry on a conversation with him. He never noticed that GOD AWFUL SMELL, for he stunk so
badly all the time. Don, Danny, Vern and I laughed
at that stinking cowboy all day.
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I got left by myself to finish up three stores in El
Paso, Texas in 1984. The kids were out of school,
so I called Juanita to tell her to come out to stay
with me while I finished up. I had flight tickets coming, so they could fly free, the company was paying for my room. We could go over into Mexico, go
shopping, see the horse races and the kids would
enjoy the sights. They were all excited about their
vacation, perhaps too excited. Juanita, having to
deal with luggage, two kids and airline tickets got
in the wrong line. As she prepared to board the
plane, the flight attendent asked for her pass-ports.
Juanita asked, “what did she need pass-ports
for?”
The lady replied, “you and your daughter are fair
and blonde, and will have no trouble getting back
into the USA , but your son, as dark as he, is may
be detained by the officials in Nassau.”
Both of the kids exclaimed, “we don`t want to
go to NASA, daddy took us over there two weeks
ago.”
Juanita later said, “I should have put them on the
plane to El Paso, and caught my flight to Nassau.”
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In 1984 I was training Mike Martin to read blueprints and frame metal studs in Houston,Texas.
Mike enjoyed working with me, for I took the time
to explain why I did things a certain way. I was
showing him how to tie furring channel on blackiron, where to find the HVAC and electrical layouts on the prints, so when he finished he wasn`t
in anyone`s way. It was Mike`s first time doing this,
he was a little slow but working his butt off to get it
right.
I was working on the storefront when the super,
Bob, came to tell me that damned kid is too slow.
I said, “let me take care of my helper, you handle your business, you`ve got plenty to do without
bothering my help.”
As Bob started to measure off the floor to start
his slat-wall, I said, “that floor is uneven.”
He then asked if he could borrow my water-level.
I said, “it belongs to that (damned kid) ask him
if you can.”
Mike was a nice guy, (unlike me) he said, “sure
you can use it.”
About 20 minutes later, Mike said, “Bill.
I turned to see what he wanted and saw Bob and
his helper laying on their bellies on the nasty floor.
I shouted, what in the hell are you doing Bob?”
He said, “we need to start at 6” off the floor.”
I said you are an embarrassment to your company, get your dumb ass off the floor, get you a 4’
6” mark and you will be right, if YOU TAKE THE
DAMN PLUGS OUT OF THE WATER-LEVEL, you
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dumb ass.” T
They were so filthy from laying in the floor for 20
min., Mike had to get their dinner for them. The big
super wasn`t as smart as that (damned kid). Mike
laughed over that incident for months afterwards.
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While working in Slidell, Louisiana in 1985, Mike
Martin and I had to get extra help on our jobs. The
boss, Ronnie Weaver, sent David Ramirez and
Dennis Kindred to help do 6 stores. Mike and I
were swamped and glad to see them show up. I
had worked the two of them before, Mike knew David and how David could aggravate. I told Mike that
Dennis was a great ceiling man, but had a habit
of whining all the time. He knew that David was
a selfish little bastard-always monopolizing the
phone. We had been working 7 days a week for
nearly a month when I decided to knock off early–
only worked 10 hours, instead of my usual 12 to 14
hours. We started drinking at 3 that day, went to
our trailer to shower and cook supper.
As usual, David wanted to shower first, I stopped
him by saying, “Mike is first today, he`s going back
to the liquor store to get me a bottle of whiskey.”
By 6:15 we had eaten and started playing dominoes, drinking like no tomorrow. They thought that
if I got really drunk, we would sleep late the next
morning–Mike knew better. The next morning my
clock went off at 5, Dennis flew into the toilet trying to throw up, HE WAS SICK, and didn`t feel like
working.
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I shouted into the living room where Mike and
David were, “SHUT THAT DOOR, DON`T LET
THAT CAT OUT.”
David asked, what cat?”
I acted like I was hunting one and said, “the one
that shit in my mouth,” they cracked up.
On the way to work, Dennis repeatedly said, “I
think I`m going to be sick.”
He was giving me a damn headache, with his
whining, so I told Mike to stop to get coffee and
sausage bisquit.
After eating and drinking coffee, Dennis started
again, “I think I’m going to be sick.”
I said, “damn it Dennis, shut the hell up, you`re
giving me a damn headache.”
Dennis wanted to stop and get water, I said,
“there is a water faucet at the back door, good water.”
As Dennis started toward the water, I said, “Dennis, wash my teeth off will you”
He turned to ask what I was talking about, I pulled
my false teeth out, covered with food. He started
puking all over the place, I said, “now BY GOD.
you are sick, you whining S.O.B., GET OVER IT
AND GET YOUR ASS TO WORK.”
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Larry Brown came to my house in Alvin, Texas in
1985, wanting to go fishing. Juanita and I loaded
up the kids and went to Surfside, Texas just below Galveston Island. We were catching a lot of
fish when Juanita took a break, and was watching
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Larry and I surf-fishing. I put about 15 fish on a
50’ stringer with a big float on the end to keep the
fish away from the crabs on the bottom. I tied a
slip -knot onto my belt loop so I could get it loose
quick, we caught maybe 8 or 10 more before the
shark came. He hit the stringer so hard twice that
he jerked me sideways, almost pulling me down
before I could get the stringer loose.
Larry saw me jumping and jerking and asked ,
“what`s wrong”
I said, “a damn shark just got all of our fish.”
Larry laughed until he saw all the fish were gone,
he said, “I`m getting out of the water.”
I told him, “the shark was full now, let`s catch
some more fish.”
I didn`t have enough sense to get out of the water. We caught a couple of sail-catfish that I put on
the stringer, the tide was coming in and the bobber
floated behind Larry but he didn`t notice it. One
of those big sail-cats brushed against his leg, he
thought it was a shark, HE SCREAMED LIKE A
GIRL and tried to WALK ON WATER.
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Juanita and the kids were with me in Charleston,
S.C. in 1986 when the parade of ships came in
from New York City. We took the kids to see the
sailing ships, they were exact replicas of ships
of the 1800s, The kids along with the adults were
amazed at the size of the ropes the sailors used.
Mike Martin was working with me at the time, he
toured the city with us. Charleston is still my favor103

ite place to visit, so much history there, also a very
beautiful place. We all went to a swanky place to
eat, one of the finest Charleston had to offer. Mike
stuck his fork in a slice of lemon, and accidently
squirted lemon juice in Juanita`s face.
She then flipped a piece of raw oyster in his face,
they were both laughing out loud when I said, “children must play.”
Then the two of them got their tickle box turned
over and couldn`t stop laughing, people were really staring at us. When we left to go down the stairs
to pay our bill, there were two waiters blocking the
door. That`s when Mike and I realized we were
supposed to pay at the table, hell, neither of us had
ever been in a swanky place like that, talk about
country come to town.
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I moved back to Georgia in 1986, to Rome, home
of mutiple police departments. One morning at
5:30 a cop pulled me over to check my tags, I had
Texas plates on my car. I showed him my drivers
license, paperwork on the car, etc. He informed me
that if I was living in Georgia, I had to have Georgia
plates and Georgia license. I told him that I was
from Georgia originally and knew I had 30 days
to change everything over. Exactly 30 days later, I
noticed a cop weaving in and out of traffic behind
me downtown Rome at 5:35 in the morning. As I
got out of traffic, I pulled onto the roadside, I had
no doubt they were after poor ole me.
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Three cop cars pulled over with me, the first one
to my door said, “Mr. Ginn, let me see your insurance papers, drivers license and get out of the car,
you are under arrest.”
I said, “damn what did I do?”
He informed me that having no insurance means
that your car is confiscated and you go to jail in Ga.
What a great way to start off your morning!
As I got out of the car, from habit, I locked the
car and put the keys in my pocket. He said, “have
a seat in the back while we run a check on you.”
I lit a cigarette after he gave permission. There
must not have been too much crime that morning
other than me, for there were at least 5 other cop
cars soon parked along side of us. After 15 or 20
minutes while I was on my 2nd cigarette, the dispatcher mistakenly reported I was driving under
suspension.
The arresting officer snatched out his weapon
and shouted, “get out of the car and over the hood.”
Two more pulled their guns, I started laughing
and said, “Damn Barney, it was only a D.U.I. and I
paid the ticket.”
That pissed them off and they cuffed me tightly,
saying, “your smart ass is going to jail for no insurance.
As we drove away I noticed several cops kicking
the tires and looking my car over as if they were
buying it, but that`s another Story! On the way to
the jailhouse one radioed to ask where are the
keys, one wanted to drive my car to the impoundment lot.
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I said, “my keys are in my pocket, I work downtown Atlanta and don`t ever leave my keys in the
car.”
They pulled over in the K-Mart parking lot to wait
on another cop to come get the keys. The young
cop tried to get my keys but couldn`t, I had on a
tight pair of Levis.
I said, “fellow, uncuff me and I will get them for
you.”
He said, “I think that I can get them.”
I said, “don`t you feel funny digging in my pockets?”
He replied, “yes I do.”
I said, “IF YOU FEEL LOWER YOU WILL FEEL
NUTS.”
He went ballistic and threatened to shoot me, the
driver heard what I said and started laughing, and
said, “uncuff his smart-ass and let him feel himself
up.”
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Danny Morgan met me at underground Atlanta
in 1989 to do a job for our old boss, Ronnie Weaver. I had 2 guys from Rome, Georgia with me, Gary
Oakes and David Smith. After a few days Don Martin came from Texas with his helper Cliff, that made
5 of us playing Tonk at dinner time. A week later
the boss showed up, Ronnie brought his son Scott
with him, Ronnie couldn`t miss that Tonk game.
Danny, Don, Ronnie and I had played Tonk all over
Houston,Texas when I worked out there, it was like
old times for us four. We took 1 hr. for dinner every106

day and played for a quarter a hand. Danny and I
hung sheetrock on the inside walls of the managers office, so no one could see us gambling.
This smart-aleck sprinkler guy came in one day
and said, “I need to get right there,” pointing over
our table.
Danny said, “we are eating dinner.”
The guy said, “it`s 12:30, what time do ya`ll eat?”
I said, “when the damn food gets here we take 1
hour, go somewhere else and work.”
That pissed him off, he looked down, saw money
on the table and said, “gambling too–what does
your boss think about that?”
Don said, “he`s sitting there,” pointing at Ronnie.
The guy asked, “are you the boss?”
Ronnie was studying his cards and didn`t hear
smart-ass. He asked again sarcastically, “Are You
The Boss?”
Ronnie said, “I pay the checks but if you want to
know anything ask one of those guys,” pointing at
Dan, Don and me.
My buddies from Rome couldn`t believe that
Ronnie always let us three run the job, even when
he was there.
Ronnie always said: “I bid them–they build them.”
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James and Danny Morgan were working on
the opposite end of Martha Berry Mall in Rome,
Georgia from me in 1990. This was a new mall
and truck drivers were having a hard time finding
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the stores they had deliveries for. Danny and I had
worked malls all over Texas together, we loved to
play jokes on truck drivers. A driver asked me to
direct him to the Lane Bryant store that James and
Danny were working on. After I told him how to get
to their back door, I remarked that they were 2 big
nice guys, even if they were gay.
About 30 minutes later here they come, James
was red in the face, he was so mad, Danny was
laughing. James asked, “what in hell did you tell
that for?”
I said, “who, what are you talking about?”
James said, “you told that truck driver that I was
gay, he asked me if it was true.”
I asked, “what did you tell him?
Danny said, “Ginn I tried to tell James that me
and you are always pulling jokes on truck drivers.
James said, “that ain`t no joke, it`s a damn lie,
and I can see Danny was right, you are crazy as
hell,” and stormed off.
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One time in 1990 my kids, aged 14 and 15 were
talking about getting tattoos and earrings. I told my
son if he made A`s and B`s he could have his ear
pierced. That 6 weeks he made honor roll to my
surprise, so I allowed him to get an earring. When
we got home from the mall my wife and I were sitting in the kitchen drinking beer.
After we had a few beers my daughter comes
into the kitchen with a proposition. She asks, “if I
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make honor roll can I get a tattoo?”
I replied, “one tattoo in the family is enough, they
don`t look good on everybody”
My son, standing by her with hope in his eyes
said, “no one in the family has a tattoo, Daddy.”
I said, “yes I do,” when they asked what it was
and where it was, I said, “it`s a rabbit on the cheek
of my ass.”
They both asked if could they see it, I said,
“sure,” and turned around dropping my pants while
bending over.
They both exclaimed, “I don`t see no rabbit,”
I said, “well I guess he has run into the hole.”
THAT ENDED TALK ABOUT TATTOOS.
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